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ABSTRACT
This study was conducted to compare the Academic Learning Time-Physical
Education (ALT-PE) of a'high-skilIed mal-e basketball player and a low-
skilled male basketball player. One male secondary basketball coach
and a high-skilled player and a low-skilled player from the Central New
York area served as subjects. Prior to the first game, the coach
identified his players as either high- or low-skilled. The top JJ/" were
designated as high-skilled and the bottom JJ/, were labeled low-ski-Iled.
A player from each group was chosen randomly to serve as subjects. A
videotape recorder with a wireless microphone was used to collect data
on 20 practice sessions, which were divided into four separate phases.
During Phase One, each athlete was videotaped for five practice sessions
before the first game of the season. PhaSe Two and Three involved five
videotaped practices each, with five videotaped practices following wins
and five following losses. Phase Four consisted of five videotaped
practice sessions after the last regular season game. The videotapes
were coded by the investigator using the Academic Learning Time-Physical
Education instrument (Siedentop, Birdwell, & Metzler, 1979). Visual
analysis of the data was used to determine differences in the ALT-PE
categories and in ALT-PE-M. Noticeable differences between the two
players within each phase, between phases, and for all phases led to the
rejection of the nuII hypothesis which stated there r+ould be no noticeable
diffeiences in the ALT-PE of a high-skitled basketball player and a }ow-
skilled basketball player. The high-skilled player exhibited greater
success in'game and skill activities, was more actively involved in motor
and cognitive situations, and was found to have greater involvement in
game situatj.ons. The low-skil-l-ed player spent a greater time inactively
waiting to participate'and received more directions and knowledge from
the coach. The total accumulation of the four phases also revealed no
obvious differences in'setting or content-general categories and showed
that the high-skilled player and the low-skilled player spent over 85% of
their practice time in'content-PE. There was no difference between the
two players in the amount of time spent engaged at an easy level of
difficulty which involved motor responses only (ltI-PE-M).
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ChaPter I
INTRODUCTION
Although the value of N=I and small group experiments have been
recognized, very few experiments on teaching behavior in recent years
have been based on the study of only one subject (Edgington, 1967).
Tiaditionally, investigations concerning coaching and/or teaching
behavior have focused on large group studies. The most common complaint
about-N=I designs has been their inability to generalize over individuals
(Dukes , Lg65; Edgington, L967). However, Guralnick (1978) suggested
generhlization may, in fact, be more readily made from N=I studies than
from large group studies due to the opportunity for more accurate
delineation and precise control of relevant subject characteristics.
Increasingly, investigators have found that large group research model-s
cannot answer all of their research questions (Frey, L978). The
disparity between important questions and the sense that present tools
no longer work in all- cases have caused some to explore the usefulness of
other research paradigms such as N=I and small group designs. For this
reason small group and N=I studies should be used to observe teacher
and/or coach behaviors.
Past investigations that studied sma1l group and single subject
designs have incorporated a longitudinal approach. Longitudinal
approaches in N=I behavior studies have been utilized to observe an
individual or group of individuals over a length of time. If single
subject designs are to be effective, they must contain longitudinal
d.ata from each of several phases, such bs the introduction, middle, and
1
|
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concl-usion of a unit (I{a1ton, L97Z). Rigorous description of the
process, especially during intervention phases, and conceptualization
and theorizing about the process itself are important (Wal-ton, L972).
Longitudinal studies have traditionally taken place over a period of
years in order to ensure that aII phases were observed. However,
Sontag (197I) states that in teaching, a relatively short period of
time, not years, T.y be of sufficient length to study all phases.
Most of the N=I studies between 1939 and 1963 were perforned in
the field of psychology (motivation, maturation and development, emotion,
perception and sensory processes, learning, thinking and language,
intelligence, personality and mental health, and psychotherapy). Yet,
until recently little or no N=l studies have been performed in the field
of education/teacher education.
While few have studied teacher behavior in an N=l- style, fewer have
attempted research in physical education and coaching real-ms. This may
be due to the fact that there are few instruments designed to describe
the behavior of individuals and small groups in these realms. Although
descriptive analytic instruments such as Cheffers' Adaptation of the
Flandersr Interaction Analysis System--CAFIAS (Cheffers, 1972), Behavior
of Students in Physical Education--BESTPED (Laubach, lrg7D, the Coaching
Behavior Assessment System--CBAS (Smith, SmoII, and Hunt, L977), and the
Physical Education Observation Schedule--PE0S (Adler, 1972) have
systematically observed physical education and coaching settings in large
groups, their application to small group investigations has been limited.
Researchers are gradually changin[ this situation.
Among the most influential investigation to date have been the
series of studies conducted at the Far West Laboratory for Educational
Research and Development in san Francisco. These stud'ies comprised the
Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study (BTES) which concentrated on a
processvariable.Theprocessvariab]-estudiedwasreferredtoastime
ontaskandwasstudiedinelementarymathandreadingclassrooms
(Berliner, L9T6; Fisher, L978; Marliave , Lg77). The initial investigations
producedaconceptofAcademicLearningTime(ALT)whichwasdefinedas
the amount of time a student spends engaged in an academic task that the
student can perform with success ' ALT was shown to have a strong
corr.elation with student achievement in math and reading (Fisher' 1978)'
The strong relationship which has been established between time on task
and stud.ent achievement adds support to the use of ALT as a dependent
variable (Borg, lrg7g)
AtohioStateUniversity,theALTmodelhasbeenincorporated
recently into teaching research programs in physical education'
Siedentop,Birdwell,andMetzler(lg7g)modifiedALTtodevelopan
observational system, Academic Learning Time-Physical Education (ALT-PE) '
i which was more sensitive to the characteristics of the physical education
I setting.
severar researchers (Aufderheide, Knowles, & McKenzie, 19801 Metzler,
|979,1980;Shute,Dodd's,PlacekrSilverman'&Rife'1982)haveusedALT-PE
inavarietyofphysicaleducationsettings.Rate(1980)wasthefirst
researcher to use ALT-PE in an interscholastic environment to study
athletes. Raters investigation is one of the few small group studies
conductedusingALT-PEinaninterscholasticenvironment.The
interscholastic program has been one area of the school physical education
program that has been neglected in research'
For this reason, it was the contentibn of the investigator that small
4group or N=l designs be utilized in coaching studies.
Scope of Prob■em
The purpose of tttiS Study was to determine differences in the
Academic Learning Time…Physical Education (ALT―PE) f a ma■e secondary
basketbal■ player w■th high ski■■ ability and a ma■e secondary basketbal■
p■ayer w■th low ski■■ abity dur■ng pract■ce sess■ons at a school in the
Central New York area.
A s■ngle male secondary head vars■ty basketba■l coach and a
male secondary vars■ty basketba■■ eam were studiedo  Pr■or to the first
game, the coach ident■fied his basketball p■ayers as ether high―skilled
or low―ski■ledo  A high―sk lled and low―ski led group were to serve as
subjects.
Data were collected for four phases dur■ng the 198o-8■ b ketball
season, through the use of V■deotap .  Phase One ■nvo■ved v■deotaping
five pract■ce sess■ons pr■or to the first game of the seasono  Phase Two
■nvolved v■deotaping the pract■ce sess■on after five w■ns while Phase
Three ■nvo■ved v■deotaping the practice sess■on fo1low■ng a loss for
five losses.  Phase Four conclided w■th five pract■ces ■n preparation for
postseason tournament compet■t■on.  The v■d otaping of practice sess■ons
varied from l告 to 2 hours in length.  The coding of each practice session
was limited to 18 minutes per athlete on an alternating ■nterva■ basis
(i.e., ObServe onet..record one。..obs rve two...record two。..ObServe
one..., etc。).  The ObServation instrument used in thisistudy was ALT―PE
(SiedentOp et al., 1979).
Statement of Problem
lt was the purpose of this study to determ■ne any ifferences ■n the
ALT―PE of a male secondary high―ski■led basketball player and a ma■e
secondary low-skilled
There will be no
player with high skill
skill ability.
basketba■■ player.
Nu■l Hypothesis
difference in the ALT―PE of a male basketball
ability and a ma■e basketba■■ player of low
Assumptions of Study
For the purpose of this study, the following assumptions were made:
1. The athl-etes' and coachrs behaviors were observable and
measureable.
2. The 20 tapings for coding were represeniative of the total
basketball season.
3. The interval recording technique of the ALT-PE instrument and
the time sampling technique used for observing coaching behavior provided
a representative sample of the behavior which would have been obtained
from continuous observation.
4. The coachrs and athletes' behaviors were not affected unduly by
the presence of an observer at the practice sessions.
5. The ALT-PE instrument provided a valid and accurate view of the
Iearning environment in athletic settings.
6. The investigator was reliable in the use of ALT-PE
Definition of Terms
The fol■ow■ng terms were operationa■■y defined for the purpose of
this ■nvestigation:
■.  Academic Learning Time―Physical Education (ALT―PE)is the amOunt
of Academic Learning Time (ALT)that an ath■ete accrues while invo■ved in
physical education or sport specific content (Metzler, 1979)(Appendix C)。
・ 2.  High―skil■ed P■ayer ■s any p■ayer whose skill abi■ity, as
6identified by his coach, ranks him in the top 33% of the team.
3. Low-skitled Player is a player whose skill ability, as
identified by his coach, ranks him in the botton 33% of the team.
4. Secondary Coach is a certified educator that coaches athletes
on the secondary school leve1 (grades 7-L2) -
5. Phase One refers to the five videotaped practice sessions before
the first game.
6. Phase Two refers to the five videotaped practices following
wins.
7. Phase Three refers to the five videotaped practices following
Iosses.
8. Phase Four refers to the five videotaped practices following the
Iast regular season game and before the first postseason game.
Delimitations of Study
The following were the delimitations of the study:
I. Only a male secondary head. coach and his varsity basketball
players participated in the investigation.
2. This study utilized ALT-PE as the only observational technique
to compare the ALT-PE of a high-skill-ed basketball player to the ALT-PE
of a low-skilled basketball player.
3. The coach and athletes involved were from the Central New York
area.
Limitations of Study
1. The school and team included for observation were chosen on the
basis of convenience and coach's approval.
2. 0nly two subjects (athletes) were observed in each practi.ce
session.
3. Practi-ce sessions varied in length
coding of each practice session was limited
4. The results may only hold true if
observational technique.
from l告to 2
tO ■8 m■nutes
ALT―PE is used
hours. The
per athlete.
as the
」
Chapter 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITEMTURE
This study compared the Academic Learning Time-Physical Education
(ALT-PE) of two varsity male'secondary basketball players of different
ski}l abilities. The review of related }iterature is divided into five
sections. The first section descrities systematic observation systems
'in physical education. The second section identifies small group and
N=I studies in physical education and coaching, while the third section
focuses on systematic observations of coaching. The fourth section
describes the Beginning Teacher Evaluation Studies'. The final section
focuses on studies involvihg the ALT-PE instrument (Siedentop, Birdwell,
& Metzler, L979) in physical education settings.
Systematic 0bservation in Physical Education
During the past decade, a number of observational systems have been
developed specifically for the physical education environment. The vast
majority of these systems have evolved from the Flandersr Interaction
Analysis System (PIAS) designed by Flanders in 1960. Studies by Cheffers
(1972), Dougherty (197L), Kurth (1969), Mancuso (L972), Melograno (L972),
Nygaard (L975), and Tavecchio, Splinter, Kemper, Koos, Sne1, and Verschuur
(L977) used modifications of Flandersr system to investigate a wide range
of physical activities.
In 1969, Kurth investigated teacher-student behavior in elementary
physical elucation classes. Student teachers were observed. Kurth
concluded that FIAS was incomplete in the analysis of physical education
classes because it did not provid6 for nonverbal, moment to moment
こ
9behaviors.
In L97)-, Dougherty added to FIAS a nonverbal meaningful movement
category and a provision for identifying teacher verbal communication
directed toward an individual and a group. Melograno (L972) modified
FIAS with the addition of an rrnrr next to the corresponding verbal
behavior category when nonverbal corununication was also taking place'
In L975 FIAS was used by Nygaard to investigate the verbal behavior
of teachers and students in 40 elementary, secondary, and college level
classes. He concluded that the predominant teacher behavior pattern was
one of extended lecturing, which in turn limited student participation'
The most extensive and refined adaptation of FIAS for use'in the
physical education settings was made by Cheffers (1972). Cheffers'
Adaptation of Flandersr Interaction Analysis System (CAFIAS) id'entified
verbal and nonverbal interaction, teaching agents, and the structure of
the activity session. Other advantages of CAFIAS include its ability
to distinguish between harsh criticism and constructive criticism and
between silence and confusion.
Finally, Tavecchio et aI. (1977 ) produced the Physical Education
Interaction Analysis System (PEIAS). Unlike CAFIAS, emphasis was
placed on verbaf categories but soine nonverbal categories were included.
PEIAS consisted. of L7 categories compared to the 10 of FIAS. The system
concentrated on the measurement of directive and nondirective aspects -of
teaching behavior.
Paralleling the development of FIAS modifications in physical
education were a series of relatively unrelated instruments. Barrett
(1977) devetoped a system to describe teacher-student behavior in
movement education classes at the elementary leve1. Unfortunately, the
― ―一―― ―― ―一 弓
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interobserver agreement was not considered adequate and further refinement
of the system was recommended.
Anderson (lg71-) and his associates collected 83 videotapes of
physi-cal education classes from 60 schools in three states. The
descriptive analysis of these tapes resulted in various observational
instruments designed specifically for the physical education classroom.
gne system developed was the Occurrence of Physical Activities which
measured the occurrence of each activity in class. Fishman (1975)
created an instrument designed to measure the feedback teachers gave to
students while teaching a skill. Laubach (1974) developed a system to
isolate individual students and observe them. Laubachrs system, Behavior
of Students in Physical. Education (BESTPED), coded (a) mode, (b) function,
(c) content, and (a) time. Used in elementary school physical education
classes by Costello in L977, Laubachrs instrument found.that 48.8% of
studentsr time in physical education was spent in nonsubstantive activity.
The Teacherts Role in the Learning Activity Selection Process
(TRI-LASP) was developed by Hurwit z (Lg75). tnt" system described the
role of the teacher in selecting student activities. The teacherrs role
was identified by responses ranging fromrrdirectoril to t'no role at all .tr
Adler (Lg72) designed the Physical- Education Observation Schedule
(PEOS) to explore the dimension of inclusion-exclusion in physical
education classes for grades 7-L2. Ad1er concluded that teacher
behaviors in classes, which were identified as high in inclusion differed
from those behaviors exhibited in classes high in excl-usion.
The Ohio State University Teacher Behavior Rati-ng Scale was
developed by Siedentop and Hughley (L975). The system consisted of
eight categories concerning descriptive data on the teaching behavior of
|
?
?
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physical- educators. It has been used to modify student teacher behavior
in a few studies (Cramer, L978; Hutslar, L976; Stewart , L977) -
Studies which used systematic observation instruments that were
particularly relevant to this study were conducted by Stewart (L977),
Quarterman (1978), and Freedman (L979). Stewart (L977) observed teacher
and student behaviors in physical education classes at the elementary,
junior and senior high school levels. Twelve teachers were observed
for an entire period on three different occasions. The observational
instrument was developed specifically for the study. Included in the
observational instrument were 2J teacher behavior and four climate
categories. 0bservations were made on an interval basis. Qne part of
the analysis of data showed results in four categories: management,
j-nstruction, waiting, and activity. With the results taken across all
subjects the data, reported in percentages of class time, were as follot+s:
management, 25.9%; instruction, I0. 3%i vtaLtin1, 2-L%, and activity, 61.7%.
These categories were similar to the categories employed in the ALT-PE
instrument.
Quarterman (1978) studied the participation and class behavior of
elementary school chil-dren and the behaviors of 24 physical education
teachers. Quartermanrs results, reported in percentage of class time,
were as follor+s: management, 34%; implementation, L2/"; and. participation,
54%. Freedman's (1979) study modified Stbwartrs Observation Recording
Record. Freedmanrs system, Teacher Qbserved System (T0S), used a 10-
second interval recording system to describe teacher behaviors. 0ther
modifications were made to the behavior categories of T0S so that
coaching activj-ties could be investigated.
???
?
Smal1 Group and N=I Studies in Physical
Education and Coaching
Investigations us.ing the snnall- groups and N=l in coaching and
physical education have grown gradually in the 1970's. Many of these
small group and N=I studies in physical education and coaching have
been conducted at 0hio State University (oSU). Hughl-ey (f973) examined
the effects of direct information feedback on teaching behaviors of
student teachers in physical education. Four subjects majoring in
physical education at OSU were chosen to participate in the study. A
teacher rati-ng scale was developed. The scale was partially based on
the Behavior 0bservation Schedule for Pupils and Teachers (Breyer &
Colchera, L97l) and BeIIackrs (L967) behavior categories. The
investigator concluded that direct information feedback, when given on
specific behaviors, can effect changes in a physical education student
teacher. However, two of the four student teachers found the regular
presence of the observer inhibiting and felt that videotape or peer
observers would have eased the pressure placed upon them by the
presence of the observer.
Boehm (.1975) investigated the effects of a competency-based form of
student teaching. at the junior hi-gh level with eight OSU physical
education majors. An observational system was developed by the
cooperating teacher and the investigator which recorded specific student
teacher and pupil behaviors. A multiple baseline design was used to
compare behavior rates, behavior percentages, and management time during
baseline and intervention. The results of the study indicated feedback,
goal setting, cueing, and reinforcement were effective methods in changing
rates of specific behavior in physical education student teachers.
r_3
The exj.sting high levels of appropriate pupi-I behaviors were maintained
throughout the study.
Darstrs study, in L974, investigated the effects of a competency-
based i-ntervention on the behaviors of seYen student teachers at the
elementary leve}. A multiple baseline design was used to analyze the
data. He concluded that the observation system that was develobed from
a competency-based format exerted a measure of accountable control over
the behaviors of the seven student teachers and the behaviors of their
classes which were observed.
Dodds (1975) examined the effects of a peer assessment model- for
student teacher supervision on the'acquisition and maintenance of
designated teacher behaviors. The primary intervention str:ategy for
modifying the four target subjectsr behavior was a series of seVen
competency-based modules. Dodds concluded that student teachers
demonstrated satisfactory criterion levels in planning elementary
physical education and that the behavior analysis intervention techniqu'e
was viable.
Hutslar (L976) investigated the effects of a training program for
cooperating teachers on the performance of student teachers in an
efementary school physical- education setting. Six subjects participated
in the study that used multiple baseline design to analyze selected
behaviors of the student teachers. An additional six student teachers
were utilized as a control group. The results indicated student teachers
in the experimental group perceived their elementary teaching experience
i
was significantly better than their secondary experience, and cooperating
teachers found the experimental method of supervision to be superior to
the regular method.
二
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In 1978, Cramer analyzed the effects of training cooperating teachers
in applied behavior analysis on the performance of selected teacher
behaviors of student teachers in a secondary school physical education
setting. Five secondary school physical education teachers participated
in the study. Each cooperating teacher was involved in a 6-week
training program prior to working with the student teacher. Throughout
the study, cooperating teachers observed and recorded data for the student
teacher in one class per day for the duration of the student teaching
experience. The investigator concluded that cooperating teachers were
able to use applied behavior analysis techniques successfully in changing
selected teacher behaviors of their student teachers.
A small group study not conducted at OSU was by Stevens (1979) at
Ithaca College. The investigator examined the effects of instruction
and supervision in Cheffersr Adaptation of Flandersr Interaction
Analysis System (CAFIAS) on the teaching behavior of elementary physical
educators. Four certified elementary physical educators, two male and
two female, were selected from the Central New York area. Subjects were
randomly assigned to' a treatment group (N=2) and a control grorip (N=2).
Both groups were observed by the investigator once a day for 20 consecutive
days whil-e teaching an entire physical education class. The subjects in
the control group were videotaped and received conventional supervisory
feedback after videotapings. The subjects in the treatment group received
instruction in CAFIAS and were given computer print-outs depicting the
teacher-pupil interactions. The investigator concluded that tieatment
group classes were characterized by increased stu4ent involvembnt;
increased teacher verbal and nonverbal praise, acceptance and use of
r_5
questions; and Iess teacher information giving, directions, and criticism.
The control group exhibited l-ess verbal- student predictable behavior and
increased nonverbal student predictable behavior.
Reisenweaver (1980) and Streeter (1980) employed the Dyadic
Adaptation of Cheffersr Adaptation of Flandersr Interaction Analysis
System (DAC) and compared the teaching behavior patterns of secondary
physical education teachers in their interactions with high-skilled and
Iow-skilled students. Similar results from Reisenweaver (1980) ana
Streeter (1980) indicated a significant difference between the rbehavior
patterns of secondary physical education teachers as they i-nteracted
wj-th the high-skilled students compared to their interactions with the
low-skilted students. Interaction with the high-skilled group showed
significantly more acceptance of student ideas and actions, teacher
praise, use of questions, and information-giving, while interaction with
low-skilled students showed significantly more teacher direction,
criticism, and response
gnly a handful of researchers have conducted small group studies in
physicat educationl fer+er have attempted to study coaches. Bain (1978),
Kasson (\975), Langsdorf (1980), Mertler (1974), and Tharp and Gallimore
(.1976) represent those who have investigated coaching behavior through
smal-I group studies.
Bain (1978) used independent teachers and coaches in a study which
compared teaching and coaching behaviors. Sex differences were also
investigated. One male and one-female teacher and coach were selected
as subjects from 10 randomly selected public secondary schools in
Houston, Texas. MaIe coaches coached basketball, and females coached
volleyball while the teachers taught sport activities. Each natural unit
■6
0f verba■ ehavior was categorized according to form, affective
components, target, and content.  Bain (■978)Observed:
1.  Behav■ors exhibited by phys■cal educators ■n a c■a sroom
s■tuat■on differed from those exhibited in an ath■t■c set ing。
2.  Ath■et■c team pract■ces were focused on the atta■nment of skilled
performance.
3・  COaches em■tted a higher percentage of substantive comments and
used more pra■se and cr■t■ ■sm ■n the■r responses to students.
In a study comp■eted by Kasson (1975)at the University of Wisconsin,
teacher/coaCh behav■ors ■n p yscal educat■on classes and athletic
practice sessions were compared.  The′subjects of the study werё three
ma■e physical educat■on ■nstructors who taught advanced ski■1 lёvel
c■asses and who also served as head vars■ty co ches for baseba■■,
gymnastics, and wrest■i go  Mancusois (1972)Adaptation for Verbal and
Nonverbal Behav■or System was the recording instrument used.  The resu■ts
■n ath■et■c praOtice sess■on  ■ndicated 56% of the coaching benav■or
exhibited was direct, and the teacher/coaCh determ■n d the guidelines of
teaching/coaching sess■ons3 25% Of the coaching behav■or was nonverbal,
37% Verba■; nd 38% was s■■ence.
Us■ng modificat■ons of the Ohio State Un■vers■ty T acher Behav■ or
Rating Scale, Mertler (1974)used an N=■ approach to look at aifemale
baSketball coach:s behavior to see if it cou■d be modified.  The
■nvestigator a■s  attempted to offer ev■dence as to whether thё changes
■n her reperto■r  of behav■ors would affect a spectrum of behav■ors ■n
her junior college basketball players.  This study was divided iito two
phases.  The first phase cons■ed of interventions on the tarttet
behaviors of the coach and continued recording of the performersi
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behavi-or. The performersr behavior was observed and recorded to identify
a change in behavior. In Phase II the coach was made aware of the targeted
players' behaviors that had not been affected in the first phase and used
newly modified behavior to specifically change performersr behavior.
Mertler (Lg7D concluded applied behavioral bnalysis techniques could be
used to modify coachrs and playersr behaviors. AIso, general changes in
the coachrs behavior did not affect a change in playersrbehaviors.
Tharp and Gallimore (1976) used an N=I design and developed a 10-
category descriptive-analytic system to describe 15 practice sessions
with John Wooden at UCLA. They hypothesized that a study of a,successful
coach could provide keys to succeSsful learning. Over 90% interobserver
reliability was achieved after several weeks of pilot observation before
the first of the 15 researchersr practice sessions began. The'categories
and results reported in terms of the total number of behaviors were
instructions, 50%; hustles, lJ/"; modeling-positive, J/'; nodeling-negative,
Z/"; praises, 7%; sco1d.s, 7%i nonverbal reward, LO/o; scold/reinstruction,
8%; nonverbal punishment, o/"; other,2%; and uncodable, 7%. The results
identified,75% of Woodenrs behaviors as carrying information.
Langsdorf (1980) used an N=I and observed the coaching behavior of
a highly successful football coach. Ten verbal and four nonverbal
coaching behaviors were recorded over 18 practice sessions. The behavior
categories included instruction, hustle, praise, nonverbal reward, scold,
nonverbal punishhent, scold/reinstruction, modeling-positive, inodeling-
negative, first name use, coach interaction, questioning, other, and
uncodable. The data were compared to Tharp and Gallimorers (1976) study.
The investigator concluded that there were signifi-cant similarities in
the behavior of the two coaches.
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S-'*stematic Observations of Coaching
Wj-th the exception of the past 10 years' there has been little
research that has utilized systematic observation to observe coaching'
This section of the review of literature focuses on various studies which
haveusedsystematicobservationstodescribeortomeasurechangesin
coaching behavior'
Smith,Smoll,andllunl(1977)trainedobserverstousetheCoaching
Behavior Assessment system (CBAS). CBAS categorizes behavior into two
categories--Spontaneousbehavior(initiatedbythecoachintheabsence
of an antecedent) and reactive behavior (response to immediately preceding
events ). Their resul-ts indicated observers can be trained to use the
.BAS and the instrument has its greatest use in sports such as baseball
wherethegamedevelopmentisrelativelypredictab}e,andthesourceof
interactioncanbeidentified.TheuseoftheCBASinSportsSuchas
Soccer,basketball,andhockeywasdifficultbecausetheobserverhad
difficulty in identifying the event to which the coach was responding'
Several studi-es on coaching behavior which used CAFIAS as the
observation instrument have been conducted at Ithaca college under the
guidance of Dr. Victor Mancini on coaching behavior'
Agnew(Lg77)Iookedatthebehavioralpatternsoffemalestwhotaught
physicai education and coached in order to identify any differences
between individuals when they were coaching as compared to when they were
teaching.Theinvestigatorvideotaped20subjectsduring3o-minute
Segmentsoftheirteachingandcoachingsessions.Theirresu}tsshowed
significantdi.fferenceswithagreatervarietyofbehaviorsexhibitedin
acoachingsettingandfairlydirectbehaviorexhibitedintheteacher
J
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setting.
Barr (1978) used 20 secondary team sport coaches in her study and
investigated the effect of interaction analysis training (IA) on coaching
behavj-or. The results indicated significant differences existed between
the experimental group of coaches who were trained in IA and the control
group who received no training. The experimental group elicited more
questions, acceptance, and praise both verbally and nonverbally than the
control group. The study al-so showed group differences on the teacher
suggested pupil nonverbal initiation which was a contradiction to Agnewrs
findings.
Avery (1978) investigated the differences in coaching behaviors of
more and less effective high school coaches during practice sessions.
Coaches were videotaped and tapes coded using CAFIAS. Coaches were
classified into more or less effective using the Coaches' Perfoimance
Criteria Questionnaire (CPCQ). Significant differences between more
effective and less effective coaches were found. Teacher use of
acceptance and praise (verbal) was the greatest contributor to between
group differences. Rotsko's (1979) study was similar to Avery's (1978)
but was restricted to male coaches of 10 varsity teams. Successful
coaches used more verbal and nonverbal praise, whereas the less
successful coaches used more verbal criticism.
Studies by Hirsch (1978), Proulx (L979), and Staurowsky (L979) have
used similar research techniques and samples. Hirsch, Proulx, 'and
Staurowsky looked at teams categorized on the Group Environment Scale
as satisfied or not satisfied with their social climate. Significant
differences on CAFIAS variables were found between the coaches of teams
in the two groups.
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Beginn■g Teacher Evaluat■on St dies
The Beginning Teacher Evaluation studies (BTES)focused approaches to
measure teacher effectiveness (Marliave, ■977).  This paradigm became
popular and prOminent in the early 1970:S.  However, researchers were
conv■nced that it was unrealist■c to expec  teacher processes at the
t■me of instruct■on to ■nfluence student achievement direct■y on test
items given months later.  Berliner (1976)recommended substitution of
the coFrelatiOn approach in process―product studi .  A compromェe
developed by Fisher (■978)acknowledged student achievement as a viable
■ndicator of learn■ng but suggested that there were on―go■ng observable
measures of ■earn■g which were more direct and immediate.  The amount
of t■me spent engaged in academ■c mater■al which produced a high rate of
success was chosen as the observab■e measure; this was termed Aёadem■c
Learning Time (ALT).  The investigator concluded that the propoltiOn Of
time students are engaged at high success rate is positively associated
with student learning (Fisher, ■978)。
The Far West Laboratory conducted BTES research in three phases.
Phase I, the planning phase, was initiated in L972-73. 'Phase If followed
in 1973-7{ with the development of an instrument and hypothesis for
further study. During L974-78, field studies were conducted using a
variety of instruments developed in the earlier phase. The subjects
invol-ved were l-39 second grade and. L22 fifth grade students. AII were
observed for an entire day, once a week throughout that period., The
results reported by Fisher (1978) indicated a strong relationship.
between the amount of time students were engaged at a high success level
and learning.
Marliave (1977) reported the major strength of ALT was its focus
D,
on individual students and their ccintinual behaviors. The researcher
concluded that the absence of ALT restricted learning with engagement
rate and error rate as possible causes.
Studies Involving ALT-PE
In an effort to apply the BTES findings and to use ALT in the
physical education realm, Siedentop, Birdwell, and Metzler (L979) created
an instrument to measure ALT in physical education settings. Since its
inception, both descriptive-anal-ytic and experimental studies have used
the ALT-PE instrument.
Metzler (1979) measured the amount of ALT-PE accrued by students in
a variety of physical education settings. The study involved 33 classes
divided evenly into elementary, junior high, and senior high. Classes
were observed three to seven times each. Fourteen different physical
education activities were included in the observations. Coder
interobserver reliability was insured through a rigorous training.
Interobserver reliability was required to reach a criterion level before
coding was allowed. Descriptive statistics were used to analyze each
level of the instrument, allocated time, ALT-PE and ALT-PE-M. He
concfuded that direct and task categories accounted for 99% of the time
in setting. He found 75% of the time devoted to content was spent on
physical education activities. AIso elementary students were engaged
LJ-.8% more than secondary students.
Metzler (1980) examined the same data to determine physical activity
focus. Thirteen different activities were observed, but only five were
observed in more than one educational level which made comparidons
difficult. However, the amount of ALT-PE observed and recorded as
ALT-PE-M averaged 7.5%. The range was 24% for games at the elementary
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level to 3% for junior and senior high school tennis classes.
Shute, Dodds, Placek, Silverman, and Rife (1982) investigated ALT-PE
in a movement education class. ALT-PE was the instrument used to measure
student behaviors in elementary physical education classes of a first
year teacher. Although no statisti-cal analysis of the results was
performed, the investigators conctuded that no significant differences
in ALT-PE existed. The 6- and 7-year old group had an ALT-PE figure of
4l%, whereas 8- and Q-year olds had 34.3%, and 10-12 years }.ad 
,28.9%.
The total ALT-PE vias 36% of the total setting intervals observedl only
20% of the intervals in the learner move level were engaged and motor.
At the University of Texas, Aufderheide, Knowles, & McKenzie (1980)
compared the ALT-PE of mainstreamed handicapped and regular students.
The study incl-uded 60 regular and 60 mainstreamed handicapped students
in elementary school physical education classes. After teachers were
classified as users or nonusers of individualized instruction in
mainstreamed classes, one handicapped and one regular student #ere observed
alternately using the ALT-PE instrument. Analysis of variance was used
j-n data analysis. It was shown that students within the classes of users
of individualized instruction were engaged in a sj-gnificantly greater
amount of ALT-PE than were the students of nonusers. There were no
significant differences in the amount of ALT-PE engaged in by mainstreamed
handicapped and regular students.
McKenzie (1980) conducted a second study to look at the variability
in ALT-PE within and between beginning 5-7 year old swimmers, the effects
of publicall-y posting ski1l achievement on the ALT-PE of the swimmers,
and the effect of l-mlnute time-out contingencies on disruptive behavior
and ALT-PE of young swimmers. The subjects \dere subdivided into high,
―
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medium, and low skill levels on the basis of a pretest. In each of the
two classes, one child was selected from each subgroup for observation.
Two subjects who exhibited high levels of disruptive behavior were
selected from the third class. McKenzie found that the ALT-PE increased
for half of the subjects as a result of the skil} achievement postings
and that disruptive behavior could be reduced by the contingency program.
l{haley (}980) from 0hio State University conducted the first
intervention study that evaluated the effects of daily monitoring and
feedback on ALT-PE. The subjects were three students from three high
schools and one middle school physical education classes in the Columbus,
Ohio school system. The investigator used a multiple baseline design
with the AIT-PE recorded for each day for 6 weeks. The intervention
consisted of daily feedback to the teacher about the content-physical
education, engaged time, motor response time, ALT-PE, and ALT-PE-M.
The second intervention was directed at students who were presented with
daily postings of the percent of intervals of motor re'sponse foi the
class. The major conclusion was that daily monitoring and feedback had
no effect on any of the dependent variables measured.
Raters (1980) descriptive-analytic study was the first from 0hio
State University to use ALT-PE in an interschol-astic environment. The
investigator compared the ALT-PE of various secondary interscholastic
teams. The teams observed were basketbal-I, wrestling, girlsr gymnastics,
boys' tennis, and baseball.
Rate slightly modified the ALT-PE instrument with the addition of
a fifth level identifying coach behavior. The investigator concluded
that instruction was conducted in two styles only--direct and task, and
75% of instruction was direct. One of Raters recommendations was to study
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the ALT-PE of athletes of different abiJ-ity levels within the one athletic
setting to determine if there were significant ALT-PE differences.
The purpose of this investigation is to follow through with the
above recommendation by comparing the ALT-PE of a high-skilled pnd }ow-
skilled basketball player.
Summary
This chapter examined the literature relevant to the systematic
observation of the behaviors of the teacher, the coach, and the student
in physical education. A number of instruments were identified, and some
of the research conducted using the instrlments was discussed.
There has been an increase recently in the application of systematic
observations to research the teaching of physical education and its allied
areas by utilizing an N=I or small group approach. At Ohio State
University, numerous researchers have used smal} group designs to observe
subjects in a physical education setting (Boehm, 1975, Cramer, 19781.
Dessecker, L976; Hughley, L973). Others have observed sn,a]} groups in the
coaching environment (Bain, L978; Kasson, L975; Mertler, L974; Tharp &
Gallimore, 1976). In some instances researchers have dev;eloped their own
instrument if an existing instrument was not adequate forr their study.
ALT-PE has been designed to utilize the N=I and smal,l group approach.
While few studies have attempted to use ALT-PE in a physi cal education
setting (Aufderheide, Know1es, & McKenzie, 1980; Metzler, L979; Shute, Dodds,
placek, Silverman, & Rife, 1982; Whaley, 1980), none have: compared the
ALT-PE of athl-etes of different ability }evels within the one athletic
setting. In fact, the only ALT-PE study reported to havt: studied subjects
in the athletic environment was conducted by Rate (1980)., The next
sequential step in the use of ALT-PE to study athletes ir; to compare the
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ALT-PE of a high-skilled player and a low-skilled player :Ln the same
athletic setting.
Chapter 3
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
This chapter out■ines he methods and instruments used in gather■ng
data for this ■nvestigat■on.  It is div■ded into n■ne sections:
se■ection of subjects, treatment of subjects, testing instrument, coder
reliability, procedure, method of data co■■ection, scor■ng of d ta,
treatment of data, and summary.
Se■ection of Subjects
The population used in this study cons■sted of wo secondary ma■e
varsity basketbal■ players who participated during the lS)8o-81 basketbal■
season ■n the Centra■ New York area.  Select■on of the sc)hool was based
on convenience and the coach;s approval.  The investigatc)r received each
subject's permission to participate in the study through the use of an
informed consent form (Appendix A & B).  Prior to the fiitst game, the coach
identified his ath■ete s either high―skil■ed or low―sk」_lledo  A player
from each group was chosen random■y by se■ect■ng n mes f】oヽm a oardbOard box.
Treatment of Subjects
The two subjects Were observed by the investigator 」,or a to al of ■8
minutes on an alternating interval basis for 20 practice sessiOns (i.e.,
Subject ■ was observed for one interval then Subject 2 f()r an interval,
and then back to Subject l).  Each subject was videotape(1.  The videotapes
were coded by the ■nvestigator us■ng Academ■c Learn■ng T:Lme ■n Phys■cal
Education (AL2-PE) (SiedentOp, Birdwell, & Metzler, 1979)。
Testing lnstrument
ALT―PE was the instrument used to measure the amount of learning that
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occurred with each of the target players during their practice sessioir.
Thj.s observational instrument was specifically designed tr: code t behavior
of smal-I groups in physical activity settings. The ALT-Pli instrument
consists of four major category decisions: (a) setting, (b) content,
(c) learner moves, and (d) difficulty level. ALT-PE codirrg involves a 6
second observe/6 second record format for each target subject (i.e.,
observe one...record one...observe two...record two...obs,grve oner etc. )
Siedentop, Birdwe}I, and Metzler (L979) reported that ALT.-PE was a valid
instrument.
Coder Reliability
Training for ALT-PE consisted of three phases: an introduction and
thorough examination of the ALT-PE coding manual (Metzler, 1980), five
practice sessions using videotapes, and one session where an expert
observer did a reliability check.
The scored. interval agreement method (Hawkins & Dodson, 1975) was
used to assess interobserver reliability for this investigation. One
randomly selected practice session was coded simultaneousily by Dr. Victor
H. Mancini, an expert coder in descriptive-analytic studies, and the
investigator. Reliability measures were calcul-ated for each of the four
leve1s of the ALT-PE recording system by dividing the number of intervals
on which there was agreement by the number of agreements plus
disagreements and muttiplying the result by 100 (Hersen &, Barlow, L976).
The formula is given below:
Agreenents_ x I00 = % of agreementAgreements t Disagreements
This reliability was carried out on an interval-by-interval basis.
In order to establish coder reliability of the inves,tigator, one
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randomly selected practice session h/as coded at
by the same observer and subjected to the scored
two different settings
interval method.
Procedure
The two subjects were observed by the investigator fc,r a total of
18 minutes on an altei^nating interval basis for 20 baskettrall practice
sesSions (i.e;, observe One...record one...observe two...r'ecord two...
observe one, etc.). During Phase One, each subject, both the high-skilled
p1-ayer and l-ow-skilled player, was videotaped for five pr:tctice sessions
before the first game of the season. Phase Two and Phase Three'involved
I0 videotaped practices which were divided equally into f:Lve taping
sessions after losses and five after wins. Phase Four corrcluded with
five videotaped practices after the last regular season gime.
Method of Data Collection
Data for final analysis were collected from a■l four phas S using
v■deotape and coded by the ■nv stigator us■ng ALT―PE.
Scoring of Data
Data col■ected from the coding of ALT―PE were calcu■:lted manually.
The data were compi■ed into percentages and ratios for the 27 var■ables
as identified by ALT―PE.
Treatment of Data
Due to'the small number of subjects, only descriptive statistics
were employed to determine whether differences in student behavior, as
identified by ALT-PE, existed between the high-skilled player and the
Iow-skilled player. Manual computation scores of ALT-PE yielded
percentages or ratios for the 27 variables. Visua} comparisons' were made
between the high-skil-]ed player and the low-skilled player to determine
thir relative stand.ings of both athletes on each ALT-PE variable during
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Phase One to Phase Four observation periods.
Summary
The subjects for this study were two secondary male varsity
basketball players who participated during the 1980-81 basketball season
in the Central- New York area. They were randomly selected from a high-
skilled or low-skilled group, which was determined by the coach prior to
the season. Each subject was observed for 18 minutes on an alternating
interval basis for 20 basketball practice sessions (i.e., observe one...
record one...observe two...record two...observe one, etc. ). During Phase
One, each subject r+as videotaped for five practice sessions before the
first game of the season. Phase Two and Three involved I0 videotaped
practices which divided equally into five taping sessions before the
first game of the season. Phase Two and Three involved 10 videotaped
practices which divided equally into five taping sessions- after, Iosses
and five after wins. Phase Four concluded with five videotaped, practices
after the last regular season game.
Data for analysis were collected from all four phasers with videotape
and coded by the investigator using ALT-PE; Scores for eirch of'tne 27
variables identified by ALT-PE were computed manua1ly.
Descriptive statistics were used to determine whether differences in
student behavior, as identified by ALT-PE, existed between a hilh-skilled
player and a low-skilled player. Manual computation scor,es of ALT-PE
yielded percentages or ratios for the 27 variables. Visual comparisons
were made between the high-skill-ed basketball player and the low-skilled
basketball player to d.etermine the relative standings of both athletes on
each ALT-PE variable during each phase and for all phases combined.
Chapter 4
ANALYSIS OF DATA
This i.nvestigation Presents the results that were found when
comparing the Academic Learning Time-Physical Education (Alt-pe) of a
high-skilled basketball player and a low-skilled basketball player in
the Central New York area. The Academic Learning Time in Physical
Education (AIT-PE) instrument (Siedentop, Birdwell, & Metzler, 1979) was
used to measure the behavior of the players. The chapter is divided into
seven sections. The first section discusses coder reliability as assessed
through the scored interval method. The following four sections present
data for each of the four phases. The next section discusses the total
accumulation of data from all four phases for both target playeis. The
final section summarizes the analysis of data.
Coder Reliability
The scored interval agreement method as described by Hawkj-ns and
Dotson (1975) was used to assess interobseqver reliability for this
investigation. One randomly selected practice session was coded by the
investigator and an expert in' descriptive-analytic techniques. Reliability
was calcuLated for each of the four levels of the ALT-PE recording system
by dividing the number of intervals on which there was agreement by the
number of agreements plus disagreements and muttiplying by I00 (Hersen
& Barlow, Lg76). Interobserver agreement ranged from 83.3 to 100
percent (see Table I).
In order to establish intraobserver reliability of the investigator,
one randomly sel-ected practice session was coded at two different settj-ngs
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Table I
fnterobserver Reliability
0bserver I Observer 2
Percent
Agreement
Intervals Recorded
Category
Setting
Direct Instruction
Group
' Task
Content--GeneraI
Wait
Non-academic Instruction
Transition
Management
Break
Content--Physical Fducation
Skill Practice
Scrimmage
Game
Fitness
Knowledge
?
??
??
?
??
? ????
?
???
97.■
9o.6
9303
100。0
91.6
8303
83.3
100。0
96。3
9■.3
90。9
93.3
97.1
3
■2
5
6
3
27
21
22
15
67
3
11
6
5
3
26
23
20
14
69
32
Table I (Continued)
Observer I Observer 2
Percent
Agreement
Intervals Recorded
Category
Learner Moves
Drgaged Motor
Engaged Indirect
Engaged Cognitive
Not Engaged Waiting
Difficulty Level
Easy
Medium
Hard
59
14
44
35
58
15
4■
38
98.93
93.3
93.2
92.1
92.7
92.1
0。0
???
??
??????
?
）
?
?
???
|
|
|
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by the investigator and subjected to the scored interval method (Hawkins
& Dodson, ■975).  The resu■ts obtained from the comparisons of
observat■ons ranged from 83.3 tO ■00 percent and are ■1lustrated in Table
2.  Each of the findings for observer reliabi■ity were suffic■ent to
■ndicate that the coder was reliable。
Phase One:  Practice Sess■ons Dur■ng Pre eason
Tab■e 3 indicated that 20 of the 27 ALT―PE categor■s were recorded
for the high―sk lled p■ayer and the ■ow―skilled p■ayer.  Only s■ight
differences existed in three of the ALT―PE ■evels  However, at the
difficulty ■evel distinct differences were revealed between the high―
skilled p■ayer and the loW―Ski■led player.                        ン
It can be seen from Tab■e 3 that only three of the s■x setting
categories were recorded in this phase:  direct instruction, group, and
task.  Of the three categor■es re orded, direct instruction predom■a ed
w■th 85。3% OCCurrence ■n the setting of the high―ski■led p■ayer'and 79.7%
for the ■ow―ski■led p■ayer.  Task and group percentages for the high―
ski■ed p■ayer were 30■% and ll・5/・フ respective■y.  For the lowttskilled
player, 4・6% of the time was spent for task and 15・6% of the time Was
spent workilig in grOup s■tuations.
Dur■ng Phase One 450 intervals were recorded.  Of those 450 intervals,
■4.4% (65)Were recOrded as general content for the high―skil■ed p■ayer.
For the low―skil■ed p■ayer, ■6.8% (76)of the interva■s were spent in
genera■ content.  Tab■e 3 ShOWS that the categories wait, transition, and
management were the most predominant for both p■ayerso  Both players were
equally long in transition (4.4%)and almOst spent an equal amount of time
waiting (6.2% vs. 5・77% fOr the high―skilled player and the loW―skilled
player, respectively).  The One difference between the two players lies
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Table 2
1nterobserver Reliabi■ity
Category
Intervals Recorded Percent
Agreement0bserver I Observer 2
Setting
Direct Instruction
Group
Task
Content--GeneraI
Wait
Non-Academic Instruction
Transition
Management
Break
Content--Physical Education
SkiII Practice
Scrimmage
Game
Fitness
Knowledge
??
??
?
?????????
?
??
94.6
93.3
88.8
90。0
91.7
92.0
83.3
97.14
90.0
91.7
92.0
83.3
97.■
20
11
50
■5
68
20
■■
50
15
68
■8
■2
46
18
70
18
■2
46
18
70
35
Table 2 (continued)
Category
Intervals Recorded Percent
AgreementObserver I Observer 2
?
↑
―
―
―
Learner Moves
Engaged Motor
Engaged Indirect
Engaged Cognitive
Not Engaged Waiting
Difficulty Level
Easy
Medium
Hard
6■
5
68
31
58
6
71
29
95.1
83・3
95。7
93.5
92.3
94.4
■00。0
?
）
??
??
?
?
?
?
72
107
1
|
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Tab■e 3
Frequency and Percent Occurrence of ALT―PE Categor■es for
a High―Skilled Player and a Low―Skilled Player During
Phase One: Preseason
Category Level
category
High-SkilIed Low―Skilled
Number of     Percent    Number of     Percent
lnterva■s,←  OccurrenceX  Intervals→←  OccurrenceX
Setting
Direct Instruction
Task
Group
TotaI
General Content
Wait
Transition
Management
Break
Non-instruction
TotaI
384
■4
52
450
85.33
3.12
11・55
100.00
6.20
4.44
2.60
1.ll
14.45
359
2■
70
450
26
20
26
79。77
4.62
15.6■
100.00
5。77
4.44
5。77
0.88
■6.89
28
20
■2
5
65
???
?
-)iAcross category level .
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Table 3 (continued)
High-SkiIled Low―Sk■1■ed
Category Level-
Category
Number of     Percent
lnterva■s■  Occurrenceラ←
Number of     Percent
lnterva■s,「  Occurrenceキ
Physical Education Content
Practice
Scrimmage
Game
Fi.tness
Knowledge
Socia} Behavior
0ther
Total
Learner Moves
Not Engaged
Interim
Waiting
0ff-task
TotaI
Engaged
Motor
Indirect
Cognitive
TotaI
99
20
35
68
163
385
2
1■■
1
114
22.00
4.44
7.77
■5。1■
36.22
85。55
・50
28.83
.02
29.35
34.54
1.8■
34.02
70。37
■05
20
15
67
■67
374
■54
1
133
288
23.33
4・44
3.33
14.80
37.■
83.ll
1.80
21.12
23.00
41.■7
.26
35・56
77.00
?
?????? ??
?
?
???? ???
133
7
■31
271
キAcross category level.
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Table 3 (continued)
Category Level-
Category
High―Skil■ed Low―Ski■led
Number of     Percent    Number of     Percent
lntervalsキ  Occurrenceラ ヾ Intervals→←  Occurrenceキ
Difficulty Leve}
Easy
Medium
Hard
TotaI
ALT―PE
ALT―PE―M
183
88
27■
■83
52
67.52
32.47
■00.00
40.66
1■.55
150
137
1
288
150
63
52.10
47.56
.34
100。00
33・33
14・00
-)iAcross category level .
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in the management category. During this phase the low-skilled player spent
5.7% of the time in managerial activities, whereas the high-skilled'player
only spent 2.6% of the observed time ih managerial activities. 0f the
total content-PE, skill practice and knowledge accounted for 68% of the
high-skilled playerrs time spent in learning activities and 72.7% of the
time for the low-skilled player. Very little time was allocated for
scrirunagin1 G.4% for the low-skilled player and the high-skilled player)
and game playing under match conditions (7.7% for the high-skilled player
and 3.3% for the low-skilled player). The other major contribution to
the content-PE was fitness activity with Ls.L% recorded for the high-
skilled player and 14.81 recorded for the l-or+-skilled player. No major
differences were found in this phase within the content-PE categories
when the high-skil}ed player and the lor+-skilled player were compared.
The learner moves not engaged categories coded during this phase
resulted in the finding of a difference between the two athletes in the
time spent waiting during learning activities. During such actj-vities
the high-skilled player spent 7.2% nore time waiting than thl low-skilled
player. Off-task behavior during this phase was almost nonexistent, as
was the case for the behaviors classified as not engaged interim.
Cognitive engagement was practically equal for both players. As far as
motor engagement was concerned, during this phase the low-skilled player
was motor engaged 6.6% nore time than the high-skilled player. Across
the whole phase the high-skilled player was engaged 60.2% and not engaged
39.8%, whereas the low-skilled player was engaged 64% and not engaged J6/".
A comparison of engaged intervals to the content-PE intervals provides
information about the level- of on-task behavior during learning activities.
The ratio for the high-skilled player and the low-skilled player was .703
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to .768.  These tWO ratiOS indicated the ■ow―Skilled player exhibited more
on―task behav■Or than the high―Ski■led player.
The percent of OCCurrence for difficu■ty categor■s easy, medium, and
hard are presented in Table 3.  A■though the low―Skilled player was
engaged more Often, the high―Skil■ed p■ayer, when engaged, worked at the
easy level of difficulty ■5・4% more Of the t■me than the ■OW―ski■ed
p■ayer.  The loW―Ski ■ed ath■ete spent 15.■% more time than the high―
skil■ed p■ayer at the medium leVel of diffiCulty.  The ■nstances of bOth
the high―ski■led p■ayer and the ■ow―Ski■led p■ayer functioning at the
hard leve■ of diffitu■ty iS negligib■e。
Academic Learning Time―PhySiCal EducatiOn (ALT―PE)figures for the
high―ski■ed player and 10W―Ski■ed p■ayer were 40・6% and 33.3%,
respectiVely, but the ALT―PE time that inVO■Ved motor responses (ALT…PE一
M)
was l■.6% for the high―Ski■led player and ■4% fOr the low―ski■led player.
The results shOWed a relatiVely ■arge difference between the ALT―PE and
ALT―PE―M of the high―sk lled player cOmpared to the low―Skilled player.
Phase TWO:  Pract■ce Sess■ons Fo110W■ng inS
A visual COmparison Of the data in Table 4 Was perfOrmed tO Compare
the percentage and frequency Of OCCurrence ■n 23 0f the 27 ALT―PE
categor■es for the high―skilled player and the loW―Skilled player.  In
this phase, Table 4 ShOWed at the first level sett■ng, only three of the
six setting categories Were recOrded:  direct instruCtiOn, group, and
task.  Of the three categor■es, direct ■nstruction was the dom■nant mode
of instruction with a 79・5% OCCurrence fOr the high―Skil■ed player, and
81.5% fOr the 10w―Skilled player.  Group and task oCCurrence percentOgeS
for the high―Skilled player were ■4.05% and 6:4%, respectiVe■y, while the
■ow―skilled p■ayer recOrded l■.3% fOr grOup and 7・3% fOr taSk・
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Table 4
Frequency and Percent Occurrence of ALT-PE Categories for
a High-Skilled PJ-ayer and a Low-Skilled Player During
Phase Two: Practices Following Wins
High-Skilled Low―Ski■led
Category Level
Category
Number of     Percent
lntervals→←  Occurrence→←
Number of     Percent
lntervalsラ(  Occurrenceラ←
Setting
Direct Instruction
Task
Group
Total
General Content
Wait
Transi-tion
Management
Break
Non-instruction
TotaI
358
29
63
450
79.55
6.40
14。05
100。00
■.l■
2.00
4.66
1.33
3.77
■2。89
366
33
51
450
9
5
■7
■4
15
60
81.33
7.33
11.33
100。00
2.00
1.11
3.77
3.13
3.33
13.34
5
9
21
6
17
58
-)iAcross category }evel .
????
Table 4 (continued)
Category Level
Category
High―Skil■ed Low―Ski■led
Nllmber of     Percent    Number of     Percent
lntervals→←  Occurrence→←  Interva■s→←  Occurrence→←
PhySical Education Content
Practice
Scrimrnage
Game
Fitness
Knowledge
Social Behavior
0ther
Total
Learner Moves
Not Engaged
Interim
Waiting
0ff-task
TotaI
Ergaged
Motor
Indirect
Cognitive
Tota1
20
185
1
23
151
12
392
4.44
41・ll
.20
5.■1
33.55
2.66
87.11
2.8o
21.95
24・75
48。99
3.31
22.95
75.25
18
166
25
■79
2
390
4.00
36.88
5.55
39.77
0.44
80.66
l.79
33.07
.53
35・39
38.46
.77
25.38
64.61
?????
97
7
129
,
138
192 ヽ
13
90
295
150
3
99
252
iiAcross category leve}.
???
?
Tab1e 4 (continued)
Category Level
Category
High―Skilled Low―Skilled
Number of Percent Number of Percent
Interva■s→←  Occurrenceキ  IntervalsX  occurrence→←
Difficulty Leve1
Easy
Medium
Hard
TotaI
ALT―PE
ALT―PE―M
■03
191
1
295
■03
9
34.91
64.71
.33
■00。00
22.88
2。00
104
148
252
41.26
58.24
100。00
23.■
2.44
???
???
?
→←Across category ■evel.
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A comparison of the results obtained from the content level of the
ALT-PE instrunent revealed minj-mal differences in the content general
categories between the high-ski}led player and the low-skilled player.
During this phase both players spent approximateLy L3% of the time in
activities of general content nature. The percent occurrences in general
content categories for the high-skilled player were management 
' 
4.6%;
transition, Z.O%; wait, t.l%; break, L.33%; and non-academic instruction,
3.7%. The low-skilled playerrs percentages were management, 3.7%;
transition, L.L%; wait, 2/"; break, 3.13%; and non-academic instruction,
a a6/J. J/o.
The time spent in content-PE amounted to 87.L% for the high-skilled
player and 86.6% for the low-skilled player. For both players, scrimmage
and knowledge accounted for 74.6% and 76.5% of the total time spent in
content-PE categorids. Comparatively, the high-skilled player and the
low-skilled player had smal} differences in the category of practice
Q.4% vs. 4%). During this phase, with the exception of one interval, no
game was cod6d at the content level.
A comparison o.f the learner moves leve1 revealed considerable
differences in the engaged motor category and the not engaged waiting
categories. The high-skil}ed player spent just over 10% more time in
actual motor engagement and LL.l% Iess time waiting (not engaged) during
learning activities than the low-skilled player. Percentage of occurrence
figures for the other not engaged categories were L.6% for interim
activities and .5% for off task for the low-skilled player and 2 .8% fot
interim activities and O.OO% off task for the high-skiJ.led player. The
results of engaged categories for the high-skilled player were motor,
48.g%t indirect, 3.3%; and cognitive, 22.95%. Percentages for the low-
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skilled player were motor, 38.4%3 indirect, 0.7%3 and cognitive, 25。3%.
Overal■, the high―skil■ed player was engaged 65.5% and not engaged 34。,
whereas the low―ski led player was engaged 56% and not engaged 44%.
A compar■son of engaged to the content―PE interva■s prov■ded informa―
t■on about on―ask behav■or ■n ■earn■g activ■t■es.  The ratio for the
high―ski■■ed p■ayer and the low―ski led player was .752 to .646,
respectively.  Contrary to the previous phase, during this phase the high―
ski■led athlete exhibited more on―task behavi r.
The percentages of occurrence for the ■evel of dif icu■ty categor■s
easy, medium, and hard are also presented in Table 4.  The resu■ts
■ndicated that engaged responses c■ass■fied as ea y were dom■nant for both
athletes ■n the pract■ce sess■ons observed.  The resu■ts a■so showed that
differences existed for the easy and medium categories between the high―
skilled and the ■ow―skilled player.  A difference of 6.35% Was found     ^
favoring the low―ski■led p■ayer for the easy categoryo  A 5.9% difference
favor■ng the high―skil■ed player was found in the medium category.  A
v■sual compar■son shoWed slight differences between the ALT―PE and ALT―PE―M
of each playero  ALT―PE figures for the high―skilled p■ayer and the low―
skilled player were 22。8% lnd 3.1% respectively, but the ALT―PE time
that involved motor responding (ALT―PE―M)was 2.0% for the high―skilled
player and 2.44% fOr the 10w―skilled player.
Phase Three:  Pract■ce Sess■ons Fol■ow■ng Losses
Tab■e 5 dep■cts the percentage and frequency of occurrence in 21 of
the 27 ALT―PE categories for the high―skil■ed player and the ■ow―skill d
player.  Sim■■ar to the prev■ous two phases, in this phase on■y three of
the s■x setting categor■es were recorded――di ect ■nstruction, group, and
tasko  Direct ■nstructiOn Was the category in which the highest
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Table 5
Frequency and Percent Occurrence of AIT-PE Categories for
a High-Skilled Player and a Low-Skilled Player During
Phase Three: Practices Following Losses
High-SkiIled Low―Skil■ed
Category Level
Category
Number of     Percent
lntervalsラ ヾ Occurrenceラ←
Number of     Percent
lntervalsキ  Occurrence→←
Setting
Direct Instruction
Task
Group
TotaI
General Content
Wait
Transition
Management
Break
Non-ins tructi-on
TotaI
300
45
105
450
15
10
22
■4
12
73
66.66
10.00
23・34
■00。00
3。33
2.22
4.88
3.ll
2.66
16.20
324
27
99
450
14
■3
22
15
12
76
72.00
6.00
22.00
100。00
30■1
2.80
4088
3.33
2.66
16.89
-)iAcross category 1evel.
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Table 5 (continued)
High-SkiIIed Low―Skil■ed
Category Level
Category
Number of     Percent
lntervals→←  Occurrence→←
Number of     Percent
lntervals→←  Occurrenceラ←
Physical Education Content
Practice
Scrimmage
Game
Fitness
Knowledge
Social Behavior
Other
TotaI
Learner Moves
Not Engaged
Interim
Waiting
0ff-task
TotaI
Engaged
Motor
Indirect
Cognitive
TotaI
33
71
85
60
■28
377
21
■07
128
138
23
88
249
7.33
15.77
■8.88
13.33
28.44
83.80
5.57
28.38
33095
36.60
6。■o
23.34
66.o4
28
62
5■
65
■68
374
6.22
13.77
11.33
14.44
37.33
83.■l
4・27
35・29
39。56
26.47
5.6■
28。34
6o.42
?????
?
■48
99
2■
lo6
226
→←Across category level。
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Table 5 (continued)
High―skilled Low―skilled
Category Level
Category
Number Of     Percent
lntervals■  occurrence→←
Number Of     Percent
lntervalsラ ヾ occurrenceラ←
Difficulty Level
Easy
Medium
Hard
Total
ALT―PE
ALT―PE―M
■45
90
14
249
58.23
36.■4
5.62
99。99
32。22
9。77
137
78
11
226
137
32
6o.61
34.51
4.86
99。92
30.44
7.l■
145
44
キAcross category level.
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percentage of occurrence was recorded for both the high-skilled player
(66.6%) and the low-skilled player (lZ.o%). Percentages for group and
task categories for the high-skilled player were 23.3% and L0%,
respectively; the low-skilled player recorded 22% for group and 6% for
task.
The results obtained from the content general categories of the
AIT-PE instrument showed similar percent occurrences for both players.
Both players spent approximately L6% of their time in activities of
general content in nature. The differences between the two players were
mininal across each of the five general content categories (see Table 5).
The time spent in content-PE amounted to 83.8% for the high-skilled
player and 83.1% for the low-skilled player. Data from the content-PE
categories showed considerable differences in the knowledge and game
categories for the high-skilled player and the low-skilled player. The
high-skilted player was involved in game-type learning activities 7.5%
more of the time than the low-skilled player. The latter, however, spent
8.8% more time than the high-skilled player receiving knowledge.
Slight differences between the high-skilled player and the Iow-skilled
player existed for the categories practice, scrimmage, and fitness. The
high-skilled player spent.slightly more time in practice (I.1%) and in
scrimmage (2%), whereas the'Iow-skilled player spent a litt1e more time in
fitness (L.L%). At the learner moves level relatively large differences
were observed in the engaged motor and not engaged waiting categories
between both players. When compared to the low-skilled player, the high-
skilled player was actuatly engaged in LO.2% more motor activity and spent
6.9% less time waiting. 0n the other hand, the low-skilled player spent
g/" nore time engaged in cognitive activity. The differences in the
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remaining categories were negligible, and off-task behavior was non-
existent.
The engaged/content-PE ratio provides information concerning the on-
task behavior of the athletes. In this phase the ratios were .660 and
.604 for the high-skilled player and the low-skilled player, respectively.
Across the whole phase the high-skilted player was engaged 55.3% and not
engaged 44.7%, whereas the low-skilled player was engaged 50.2% and not
engaged 49.8%.
The percentage of occurrence for the level of difficulty categories
easy, medium, and hard are also presented in Table J. The data showed
that engaged responses classified as easy dominated the difficulty level
category for both players. The results showed small differences, favoring
the high-skilled player in two of the three categories. They were 1.61
and 0.76% in the medium and hard categories. The low-skilled player
responded at an easy level- of difficulty 2.J/" more than the high-skilled
player.
The results showed noticeable differences for each player between
ALT-PE and ALT-PE-M. ALT-PE figures for the high-skilled player and the
low-skilled player were J2.2/" and 30.4%, respectively. The ALT-PE time
that involved motor responding (ALT-PE-M) was consj-derably less with
9.87% recorded for the high-skilled player and 7.L% for the low-skilled
player.
Phase Four: Practice Sessions During Postseason
Table 6 displays the percentage and frequency of occurrence in 2I of
t;ne 27 ALT-PE categories for the high-skilled player and the low-skilled
player. The results indicated that distinct differences were evident
wj-thin the knowledge and game categories of the content-PE level; not
5■
Tab1e 6
Frequency and Percent 0ccurrence of ALT-PE Categories for
a High-Skilled Player and a Low-Skil-}ed Player During
Phase Four: Postseason Practices
High-SkiIled Low―Skilled
Category Level
Category
Number of     Percent
lnterva■s→←  Occurrenceラ←
Number of     Percent
lnterva■s→←  Occurrenceつ←
Setting
Direct Instruction
Task
Group
TotaI
General Content
Wait
Transition
Management
Break
Non-instruction
TotaI
315
53
82
450
15
7
15
13
11
6■
70。00
11.77
18.23
100.00
3.33
■.55
3・33
2.88
2.44
13・56
320
52
78
450
71。ll
l■.55
17.33
100。00
3055
1・55
3・55
3.33
2.88
14・89
16
7
16
15
13
67
-)iAcross category level .
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Table 6 (continued)
High-Ski.lIed Low―Skilled
Category Level
Category
Number of     Percent
lntervals→←  Occurrenceラ←
Number of     Percent
lnterva■s→←  Occurrence→←
Physical Education Content
Practice
Scrimmage
Game
Fitness
Knowledge
Social Behavior
0ther
Total
Learner Moves
Not Engaged
Interim
hraiting
0ff-task
Total
Engaged
Motor
Indirect
Cognitive
TotaI
53
81
89
35
125
6
389
6
102
lo8
139
11
131
281
ll.77
18.oo
19.77
7.77
27.77
■.33
86.44
1.54
26.24
27.78
35073
2.82
33.67
72.22
5■
6o
69
42
15■
10
383
7
129
136
ll.33
13.33
15.33
9.33
33055
2.22
85。l■
1.82
33.68
35。50
34・72
2。08
27.67
64.47
133
8
■06
247
iiAcross category l-evel.
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Tabl-e 6 (continued)
Difficulty
Category Leve■
Category
High―Skilled Low―Ski■ed
Number of     Percent
lnterva■s→←  Occurrence→←
Number of     Percent
lnterva■s→←  Occurrence→←
Difficulty Level
Easy
Medium
Hard
TotaI
ALT―PE
ALT―PE―M
■71
1■0
281
60。81
39.19
100。00
38。00
14.44
■65
82
247
66.80
33.20
100。00
36.66
14・22
?
???
????
?
?
???
→←Across category level.
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engaged, waiting, and engaged cognitive categories of the learner moves
Ievel; and the easy and medium categories of the difficulty level. 0n1y
three of the six setting categories were recorded: direct instruction,
group, and task. Direct instruction occurred the greatest percentage of
time for both the high-skilled player and the lorv-skilled player, 70%
and 71.L% of the time, respectively. The high-skilled player participated
in group activities 18.2% of the time and in task activities LL.7/, of the
time. Similar percentages for group and task activities were recorded
for the low-skilted player , 17.3% for group and 1I. 5% for the task
activities.
Results obtained from the content general level of the high-skilled
player and the low-skilled player revealed a slight differenc e of L.3%,
indicating that the low-skilled player spent only slightly more time in
activities that were general content in nature. The differences between
the two players within each general content category were negligible
during this phase.
The time spenll in content-PE amounted to 86.4% for the high-skilled
player and 85.L% for the low-skilled player. Differences were found
between the high-skilled player and the low-skilled player in the time
spent in scrimmage, game, and knowledge activities. The high-skilled
player spent 4.7% nore time in scrimmage and 4.4% more time in game play
while the low-skilled player spent $.$/" nore time in the knor+ledge
category. The differences between the two players in the remaining
categories were minimal.
In the learner moves level, the data indicated a distinct difference
in the engaged cognitive category between the two players. The high-
skilled player was cogniti-ve1y engaged 6% nore than the 1or+-skilled player.
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Minimal differences existed for the remaj-nder of the engaged categories.
Within the not engaged categories, the high-skilled player and the low-
skill-ed player differed only in the percentage of time they spent
waiting; the low-skilled player spent 7.4% nore time waiting. During
this phase the engaged/content-PE ratios, which provides information
about the playersr oir-task behavior, were .704 and .644 tor the high-
skilled ptayer and the low-skilled player, respectively. Across the
whole phase the high-skilled player was engaged in activity 62.4% of the
time and not engaged 37.6% of the tj-me. The low-skilled player r+as
engaged in activity 54.8% of the time and not engaged 45.2% of the tinle.
A visual inspection of the difficulty level showed considerable
differences in the easy and medium categories between the high-skilled
player and the low-skilled player. When engaged, the low-skilted player
was engaged at the easy leve} of difficulty 6% more often than the high-
skilled player. However, a similar difference favored the high-skilled
player in the medium difficulty category.
ALT-PE percentages for the high-skilled player and the lor+-skilled
player were 38% and 36% respectively, but the ALT-PE-M time was
considerably less at 14. 4% for the high-skilled player and 14.2/" for the
low-skill-ed player
Practice Sessions Combined: Phase One Through Phase Four
Table 7 displays the frequency and percent occumence in 21 of the
27 ALT-PE categories for the high-skilled player and the low-skilled
player. The data indicated that marked differences between the high-
skilled player and the low-skilled player were evident in the content-PE
categori.es of game and knowledge and in not engaged waiting, engaged motor,
and engaged cognitive categories of the l-earner moves level.
|
|
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Tab1e 7
Frequency and Percent 0ccurrence of ALT-PE Categories for
a High-Ski]Ied Player and a Low-Skilled Player During
Phase One Through Four Combined
High―Ski■led Low―Skilled
Category Level
Category
Number of
ヽ
lnterva■sキ
Percent    Number of     Percent
Occurrenceキ  Interva■s→←  Occurrence→←
Setting
Direct Instruction
Task
Group
TotaI
General Content
Wait
Transition
Management
Break
Non-instruction
TotaI
■357
141
302
1800
63
46
70
33
45
257
75.38
7.83
16.79
100。00
3.50
2.55
3088
1.83
2.50
14.26
■369
133
298
1800
65
45
81
44
44
279
76.07
7。38
■6.55
■00。00
3.6■
2.50
4.50
2.44
2.44
15。49
-)iAcross category level-.
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Table 7 (continued)
High―Skil■ed Low―Ski■led
Category Level
Category
Number of     Percent
lnterva■s→←  Occurrence→←
Number of     Percent
lnterva■s,←  Occurrence→←
Physical Education Content
Practice
Scrimmage
Game
Fitness
Knowledge
Social Behavior
0ther
TotaL
Learner Moves
Not Engaged
Interim
' Waiting
0ff-task
Total
Engaged
Motor
Indirect
Cognitive
TotaI
205
357
2■0
186
567
18
1543
40
406
1
447
602
54
440
lo96
■1.38
19.83
■1.66
10.33
3■.50
1.00
85074
2.59
26.31
.06
28.96
39001
3・49
28.51
7■.01
202
308
135
199
665
12
152■
159
347
2
508
536
33
444
1013
■l.22
17.11
7。50
11。05
36.94
.66
84.51
■0.45
22.81
.13
33.39
35。23
2。■6
29.■9
66.58
-)iAcross category IeveI.
Tab1e 7 (continued)
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High―Skil■ed Low―Skilled
Category Level-
Category
Number of     Percent
lnterva■sラヾ  Occurrence,←
Number of     Percent
lnterva■sラヾ  OccurrenceX
Difficulty Level
Easy
Medium
Hard
Tota]
ALT―PE
ALT―PE―M
602
479
■5
lo96
54.92
43070
■.36
99。98
33・44
9040
556
446
12
10■4
54.88
44002
1.18
99.98
30088
9。40
?）????
?
?
〉
?
?
???
???
?
?
〉
??
-)iAcross category leve1 .
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Table 7 ShOWS that on■y three of the s■x sett■ng categor■s were used
for all four phases:  direct ■nStruct■on, g oup and task.  Direct
instruction was the predominant category for both the high―skilled player
and the low―ski■ed player and occurred 75.3% and 76% Of the t■me,
respectively.  Group and task occurrences were 16.7% and 7.8% for the
high―skil■ed p■ayer while the low―ski■l d player recorded 16。5% and 7.3%
for these categor■es.
Results obta■ned from the content―general categor■es of the ALT―PE
instrument showed no major differences.  The low―sk lled p■ayer spent
slightly more time (1.2%)in general content activities than the high―
skilled p■ayer.
There was a s■ight difference (1。2%)between the two players when
the time ■n content―PE was compared.  The high―skil■ed player was ■nvolved
■n content―re■a ed act■v■t■eS 85.7% of the time compared to the low―skill
player who was ■nvo■ved 84.5/・・  As stated ear■ier, w■thin the content―PE
categor■es noticeable differences ■n th  percentages for the knowledge and
game categor■es were found between the two playerso  The ■ow―skilled
player spent 5.4% mOre time in knowledge activities than the high―skilled
player, whereas the high―skil■ed player spent 4.1% mOre time in game play.
Only slightly more time was spent by the high―skill d player in skill
practice (.1%)and scrimmage (2.7%).  The low―skil■ed p■ayer spent
s■ightly more tiⅢe involved in fitness activities (.7%)。
In the learner moves leve■, data indicated a slight difference of
l.3% in the engaged indirect category when compar■ng the high―skilled
player and the low―skilled player.  A difference of 3・8% favOr■ng the
high― skil■ed p■ayer can be seen ■n th  engaged motor category, whereas a
very s■ight difference of .6% in the cOgnitive■y engaged category favored
6o
the low-skilled player. In the not engaged categories a difference of
3.5% can be seen between the two players. The high-skilled player spent
more time waiting during activity time than the low-skilled player. A
rather large difference (8%) can also-be seen in the interim category,
favoring the low-skilled p1aYer.
The percentages for the difficulty level showed little difference
in three categories between the high-skilled player and the low-skilled
player. The differences were easy, .If; medium, .f,/,; and hard, .2%.
The engaged/content-PE ratio (indicative of on-task behavior) for
the high-skilled player was .7I0 and was .662 for the low-skitled player.
Across a}l observations the high-skilled player rras engaged 60.8% of the
total practice time, whereas the low-skilled player was engaged 56.2% of
the total practice time.
Across the total observance time the ALT-PE for the high-skilled
athlete was 33.4% and 30.8% for the low-skilled athlete. The ALT-PE-}'|
was considerably lower; ).{/" was recorded for both ath}etes-
Summary
Intraobserver reliability for this study was determined by randomly
selecting one videotaped practice session and subjecting it to two
independent codings. The investigator also obtained interobserver
reliability by randomly selecting a videotaped practice session and
coding simultaneously with Dr. Victor H. Mancini, an expert coder in
descriptive-analytic techniques. A scored-interval agreement method was
usbd to determine reriabirity (see Tabre r and rabre 2)' coder reliabirity
was .833 or better for both interobserver and j-ntraobserver reliability.
During the five preseason practice sessions (Phase One) distinct
differences were found in the easy and medium difficulty level categories.
6I
During engagement the high-skitled player worked at an easy level of
difficulty L5.4% more often than the low-skilled player. A similar
difference was present in the category medium, favoring the low-skilled
player. During the observed preseason practice sessions the high-skilled
player accumulated 7.3% nore ALT-PE than the low-skilled player. The
difference between the two players on the accumul-ated ALT-PE that only
involved motor responses (ALT-PE-M), however, was only 2.5%.
'During the practice sessions following wins (Phase Two) the major
difference between the two players appeared at the learner moves level,
which showed that the total engagement level of the high-skilled player
was 65.5%, compared to the 56% of the low-skilled player. Furthermore,
when not engaged during activity the low-skilled player spent 1I.l% more
time waiting when compared to the high-skilled player. Li-ttle difference
existed between the players on the ALT-PE and ALT-PE-M categories. Both
players accumulated approximately 23% ALT-PE over the five observed
sessions during this phase. The amount of time that both athletes were
actively engaged in a motor activity (ALT-PE-M) was considerably less,
with 9% and LL% recorded for the high-skilled player and the low-skilled
player, respectively.
During Phase Three (practice sessions following losses) differences
were found in the categories game, knowledge, not engaged waiting,
engaged motor, and cognitive engagement. During these practice sessions
the high-skilled player spent 7.5%nore time in true game play, spent
6.7% less time waiting when in activity, and LO.z% more time engaged in
motor activity than the low-skilled player. The category knowledge showed
a difference of 8.8% between the two players favoring the low-skilled
player, who also spent 5% nore time on cognitive engagement. Following
t-
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Iosses, the high-skilted player experienced slightly more (L.8%) ALT-PE
than the low-skilled player. A slightly bigger difference (2.6%) was
recorded in the ALT-PE-M category also favoring the high-ski1-Ied player.
During the final phase (practice sessions during postseason
competition) differences between the two players were found in the
categories of scrinmage, game, knowledge, not engaged waiting, engaged
cognitive, easy, and medium. During the postseason practice sessions the
high-skilled player spent 4.7% nore time in scrimmage, 4.4% more time in
true game play, and 6% more time cognitively engaged when compared to
the 1or*-skil-Ied athlete. The latter, on the other hand, spdnt 5.7% nore
time in knowledge type activity, and during activity he spent 7.4% more
time waiting. Similar differences in the difficulty level categories of
easy and medium between the two players were found. A 6% difference in
the easy category favored the low-skilled player, and a 6.L% difterence
in the medium category favored the high-skilled player. As was the case
in the previous phase, during postseason the high-skilled player
accumulated slightly more (L.4%) ALT-PE than the low-skilled athlete.
But the difference in ALT-PE-M between both players was negligible (.7%).
When all phases were combj.ned, differences were found in the
categories game, knowledge, not engaged interim, not engaged waiting, and
engaged motor. The data indicated that during practice sessions the
high-skilled player spent nore (4%) practice time in true game conditions,
but also nore (4%) time waiting during activity time. When engaged, the
high-skilled player was working on motor responses 4% more time than the
low-skilled player. 0n the other hand, the low-skilled player spent 5%
more time in activities classified as knowledge at the content level.
Furthermore, the l-ow-skilled player spent almost 8% nore time in non-
6?
instructional activity (not engaged interim). The differences between
the two athletes of total accumulated ALT-PE were small, onJ-y 3.4%, when
taken over the whole season. ALT-PE which involved motor responses only
(ALT-PE-M) was the same for both athletes.
Chapter 5
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
In this chapter the results of this study are discussed and compared
to findings of other related investigations. This study is the first to
use the Academic Learning Time-Physical Education (ALT-PE) instrument
(Siedentop, Birdwell, & Metzler, L979) to compare the academic 1-earning
time-physical education (ALT-PE) of a high-skilled basketbalJ- player and
a low-skilled basketball player during a season. This study is only the
second study to use ALT-PE to observe behavior patterns of athletes in an
interscholastic athletic setting. Rate (1980) utilized ALT-PE to
determine the differences in ALT-PE among various secondary interscholastic
teams and between the ALT-PE of physical education and athletic
environments. Shute, Dodds, Placek, Silverman, and Rife (1982) used ALT-PE
and conducted a descriptive-analytic study in physical education to
compare the ALT-PE of high-, medium-, and low-skilled students.
Anal-ysis of the data for the high-skilled player and the low-skilled
player showed minimal differences in t5 of the 23 ALT-PE variables
recorded in Phase One (practices during preseason). A Cistinct difference
was found, however, in the amount of time an athlete successfully engaged
in motor activity (ALT-PE-M). The frequency and percentage occurr'ence of
ALT-PE-M for the high-skilled player and the low-skilled player indicated
that the high-skitled player successfully performed motor activities more
often than the 1ow-skilled player.
Visual comparison of the data in Table 4 revealed noticeable
di.fferences in six of the 2I ALT-PE variables recorded for the high-skilled
ロ
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and the low-skilled player. Data colfected during Phase Two (practice
sessions following wins) showed differences in the categories scrimmage,
knowledge-. not engaged waiting, engaged motor, easY, and medium.
Negligible differences existed in the levels of ALT-PE and ALT-PE-M of
the high-skilled player and the low-skilled player. For both players,.the
findings were similar.
Visual interpretation of the data displayed in Table 5 indicated
marked differences existed for six of the 2I ALT-PE categories. The high-
skilled player received more engaged game time. The low-skilled player,
however, spent a greater percentage of practice time receiving information
and directions (knowledge). Also the low-ski1led player spent more time
not engaged and when engaged, the success rate was slightly (L.8%) Iower
than the high-skilled player.
Visual inspection of Table 6 showed noticeable differences in six of
the 2I ALT-PE categories recorded. The results in Phase Four indicated
that the high-skilled player was engaged in motor activities at a higher
success rate when compared to the low-skilled player. The low-skilled
player received more information (5.8%) and directions (knowledge). and
also was not engaged for a J-onger amount of practice time.
VisuaL connparison of the preseasbn and postseason phases for the
high-skilled player and the low-ski1led player revealed noticeable
differences in each level of the ALT-PE instrument. The findings for the
high-skilled player and the low-skifled player in the setting level showed
substantial differences in the direct, task, and group instruction
categories. Data from the preseason phase of the high-skil}ed player and
the low-skilled player showed that practices were predominantly controlled
and paced by the coach. As the practices progressed into the postseason
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phase, more time was allotted to the players for task and group activities,
although this shift was more profound for the high-skilled players.
During postseason both players spent slightly less time in activities
of general nature, and subsequently slightly more time in activities
such as scrimmage, and true garne situations. For both players a similar
trend appears when one looks at shift in emphasis between skill practice,
scrimmage, and game. During preseason the focus was on skill practice,
whereas during postseason practice sessions more time was spent on
scrimmage and game situations. The time spent on skill practice decreased
approximateLy lI% for both players. Time spent on scrimmage increased by
14% for the high-skilled player and by Ll% for the low-skilled player.
The time spent on fult game conditions increased L2% for both players
when preseason and postseason data are compared. Furthermore, Iess time
was spent on fitness activities during postseason as compared to
preseason (decreases of 7% and 5. 5% tor the high-skilled player and the
Iow-skilled player, respectively). Activities such as providing back-
ground information, talking about certain strategies, etc. (coded as
knowledge) were also less prevalent during postseason, although the
decrease was less for the low-skilled player.
Data from the Iearner moves level- indicated the changes in the
behavior of the high-skilled player were less profound than those of the
low-skilled player. During postseason the hi-gh-skilled player was
engaged slightly more (I.9%) tine than during preseason, whereas the t
Ievel of engagement of the low-skil-Ied player dropped with 12.6% fton
preseason to postseason. This drop in engagement during learning
activities for the low-skilled player was largely due to the increase
(t2.5'11 in the time spent waiting
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The changes in on-task behavior of the two athletes were also
consistent with the above changes. The engaged/content-PE ratio, which
is an indicator of on-task behavior, remained relatively stable for the
high-skilled player (.703 during preseason, and .704 during postseason),
whereas the degree of on-task behavior for the low-skilled player dropped
from .786 to .644.
The difficulty }eve1 data indicated that the high-skilled player was
engaged at the easy level of difficulty less often during postseason than
during preseason; the opposite was found for the low-skilled player. The
Iow-skilled playerrs time spent on easy level engagement increased 14.7%.
The data on ALT-PE and ALT-PE-M accumulated from preseason to post-
season (aII four phases) showed that the high-skilled player dropped in
his overall ALT-PE, but increased the amount of time he spent on motor
responses at the easy level of difficulty (ALT-PE-M) by almost 3/". The
Iow-skilled player established slight increases in both cases.
When comparing the data of the practice sessions held following wins
with those following losses, the following changes were detected. Practice
sessions held following Iosses were characterized by slightly more (3.4%)
time spent on activities of general- content nature. As far as content-PE
activities were concerned, the most profound change J-ies in the time spent
on practice under fuII game conditions. The practice sessions following
wins were characterized by a complete absence of practicing fuII game
conditions, and when players were actually engaged, the emphasis was put on
scrimmaging and discussing various strategies and techniques' However,
practice sessions following losses showed heavy emphasis on fuII game
play, following skill practice. Time spent on conditioning exercises
following losses was also consi-derably higher' The above changes were
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relatively consistent across skill leve1.
As indicated in the above paragraph, during the practice sessions
folJ-owing losses stightly l-ess time was available for actual practice
(content:PE). Furthermore, the on-task behavior of both players was lower
during practice sessions following losses. The engaged/content-PE ratio
decreased from .752 (wins) to .660 (Iosses) for the high-skitted player,
while the d.ecrease for the lor+-skilled player was from .646 (wins) to
.604 (Iosses). The biggest factoi contributing to the drop in engagement
for the high-skilled player following losses was the increase {6.+%) in
time spent waiting and the decrease (L2.3%) in motor engagement. 
,The
Iow-skilled playerrs lack of engagement foll-owing l-osses seems largely
due to the L2% drop in actual motor engagement during content-PE activity.
The diffi"rity leve1 data showed that the high-skilled player
accumulated more (23.3D engagement time at the easy level following
Iosses than following wins, as was the case with the lor+-skilled player
(o9.3n. This resulted in both players recording a higher percentage of
ALT-PE during practice session following losses. ALT-PE following wins
was 22.L% and 23.L% for the high-skilled player and the low-skilled
player, respectively. Foltowing losses ALT-PE increased to 32.2% and
30.4% for the high-skilled player and the Iow-skilled player, r'espectively.
ALT-pE that involved motor responses only (ALT-PE-M) was considerably
Iower cluring practice sessions following wins for both players when
compared to the overall ALT-PE (20% tor the high-skilled player and 2.4%
for the low-skitled player). Increases of 7.7% and 4.6% in ALT-PE-M for
the high-skilled player and the l-ow-skilled player occurred during practice
sessions following losses.
At the content-PE level an interesting picture emerges when looking
I
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Jat the category knowledge. Consistently across skill leve} and time of
I
fseason, i-nstruction about the various aspects of the game was the
Irpredominant activity. The hi-gh-skilled player spent slightly over a
third (36.7%) of the available learning activity time (i.e., content-PE
only) listening and/or discussing the game of basketball. The low-
skilled playerrs participation in such activity was even higher (43.7%).
0ver the complete season, the data indicate a decrease of approximately
lO% for the high-skil}ed player and 5% for the low-skilled player in
time spent on instruction about basketball. These findings are congruent
with the results from the studies of Reisenweaver (f980) and Streeter
(1980). It appeared that the passing of information was an important
behavior in the coaching setting. Similarly, Tharp and Gallimore (1976)
found that John Wooden spent over 50% of his time on some type of
instruction.
When all the data of both players are compared, differences on five
of the 26 categories were noted. The high-skilled player spent more
G.l%) time in activities resembling true game conditions and spent more
Q.sD time waiting during activity time. When engaged', a higher (3.8%)
Ievel- of motor engagement was exhj-bited. 0n the other hand, the l-ow-
skill-ed player spent more ( 5.4%) time in activities classified as
knowledge and was coded as not engaged interim 7.9% note often than the
high-skilled player.
The accumulation of ALT-PE over the 20 observations resulted in only
a 2.5% difference favoring the high-skilled player. The high-skilled
player was engaged at the easy level of difficulty 33.4% of the total
practice time observed, while the low-skilled player was engaged at the
same level of difficulty 30.8% of the total observation time. Data from
† ,~.   I
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Ithe 2O observed practice sessions indicated there were no differences
I
ifound in the amount of engagement in motor responses at the easy level of
i
difficulty (ALT-PE-M). Both students were coded as such in I70 interval-s
out of the total I8OO, which amounted to 9.4% of the total time during 20
,practice sessions.
Although the current investigation is different in its
r
lconceptualization, some comparisons could be made with the results of
I
I
fstudies done by Metzl-er (L979), Rate (1980), and Shute, Dodds, Placek,
I
IInife, and Silverman (1982). In his 1980 study of boys interscholastic
t
rbasketball practice sessions, Rate found that 86% of aII coaching was
idirect instruction whil-e Shute et aI. (1982) recorded 57% di-tect
t
tIinstruction in physical education classes. A large difference existed
l
ibetween the percentage of task activities in this investigation and the
ipercentages found by Metzler (1979). Metzler (1979) recorded 28.9% for
task activities compared to only 7.8% and 7.3% for the high-skilled player
and the low-skilled player in this study. The 75.3% and 76% recorded for
direct instruction in the athletic practice sessions of the high-skilled
player and the low-skilled player were relatively simil-ar to the 70.7%
average found in elementary and secondary physical education classes
I observed by Metzler (L97il. This study was the only study that recorded
i Sro,rn instruction with L6.7% occurrence for the high-skilled player and
l
EL6.S/" for the low-skitled player. Although some variation in teaching
t
I stv]e existed among basketball coaches and physical educators, eachI"
J appeared to conduct their practices and classes in a strict and business-
Iike manner.
The content-general figures of 14.2% and L5.4% in this study were
less than the 26% reported by l4etzler (1979) and less than the 2L%
:
I
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observed by Shute et al-. (1982) in physical education classes. SmaIIer
differences existed in the content-general of practice sessions for this
tstudy and Rate's (1980) study. Rate (1980) found an average of 8.8% of
practice time spent in content-general-type activities. Possible factors
,contri-buting to this result were that athletic squads were smaller on
the average than formal physical education classes and thus managerial
[
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lpractice sessions.
The content―PE percentages for the high―ski■led player and the low―
ISkilled player (85% VS・ 84%)recOrded in practice sessions were slightly
`more than the 78% recorded for the high―ski■ed student and the 80%
l
recorded for the low―ski■led student observed by Shute et al.(1982)in
phys■ca■ education classes.
As indicated ear■ier, one of the chief strategies emp■oyed in thi
lStudy Was know■edge.  Approximate■y a third of all content specific
lactivity (i.e。, content―PE)for the high―ski■led p■ayer and the low―
Iskilled player was cognitive in nature (knOwledge).  The high―ski■led
lplayer and the low―skilled player were put into situations which focused
lon the coach providing informationo  Rate (198o)reported knowledge less
iactivities occurred ■ess than 10% in interscho■astic basketball settings
iwhile Metzler (1979)ObServed that an average of 15% Of the tota■ c■ss
t■me had knowledge focus ■n phys■cal education classes.  Shute et al.
(1982)reported the know■edge focus to be prごsent 23% Of the class time.
In this ■nvestigation theoretical discuss■on and strategy plann■n  were
v■ta■ parts of most practice sess■ons.  The practice sess■ons for Rate
(198o)were cOnducted genera■ly within the realm of scrimmages and skill
?― . .・  ― ― ― ― ― ― ― ― ―           ‥   ・ ¨  .    .                    ・     ― ― …  …   ・           ・ ・             中      ●   、
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practice. Rate's findings showed that skill practice and scrlmmage were
the focus of the basketball practice sessions for 38% of the total time.
These fi-gures were considerably larger than the percentages recorded in
this study. In comparison with the physi-ca1 education setting, Metzler
Q979) reported that scrimmage was practically absent while skill
practice and game conditions comprised 56% of the total content-PE
recorded. In the physical'education setting Shute et al. (1982) recorded
similar data with 45%'of the class time spent on practice and scrimmage
combined. It appears that the major difference between the current
investigation and those conducted by Metzler (1979), Rate (1980), and
\
Shute et a1. (f982) Iies in the decreased focus on skill practice and
game play and increased emphases on scrimmage.
The results obtained from the learner moves level in this study are
in direct contrast to those obtained in Metzler's (1979) and Shute
et aI.'s (1982) study of physical education classes. These studies
found that physical education classes.had a relatively equal amount of
engaged and unengaged time. In contrast, the athletic practice sessions
of this study and Rate's (1980) study had more engaged intervals.
Metzler (1979) and Shute et al. (1982) also found an equal distribution
of motor engaged and cognitive engaged periods. In this investigation,
a slight difference existed favoring motor engagement, while in Raters
(1980) study the ratio of motor engaged to cognitive engaged was almost
I
3:1. The resuLts pertaining to the time speilt waiting during activity
of this"study are congruent with previous findings. In'this investigation,
not engaged waiting accounted for 26.3% of the time for the high-skilled
player and 22.8% of the time for the low-ski1led player. For comparative
purposes, the average practice time spent waiting for this studyrs
?，
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,subjects was 24.5%. That percentage is similar to the not engaged waiting
,percentages found in Metzler's (1979) study (27.5%), Rate's (1980) study
(23.1%), and the Shute et al-.'s (1982) investigation (24%). Finally,
off-task behavior was seldom recorded in the competitive setting of this
linvestigation and in Rate's (t980) study. However, Metzler (1979) and
ijshute et aI. (1982) observed a larger occurrence of off-task behavior in
I
fphysical education classes. Causes for these differences in off-task
I
lbehavior in the athletic settings compared. to the physical education
I
lenvironment can only be speculated.
The number of interval-s coded easy in this study were as much as 42%
Iess than findings in previous studies (Metzler, L979; Rate, l-980; Shute
ret aI., L982). It was not rare to observe the high-skilled player and the
,Iow-skilled player in the practice sessions being asked to perform new
'skills or to incorporate new offenses and defenses. However, most of the
lpractices also involved repetitions of previously learned skills and
plays. The relatively high level of mediun difficulty intervals observed
in this study can be attributed to particular practices which were
designed to namow the range of error on specific basketball skills and
prod.uce some difficulty for the high-skilled player and the low-skilled
player.
ALT-PE data of this study appear to be at some variance with those
of previous studies. A J-arge discrepancy existed in the ALT-PE recorded
in this study and Rate's (1980) study. The figure obtained by Rate (1980)
was considerably larger than the 33.4% and 30.8% X.f-pA obtained for the
high-skilled player and the low-skilled player in this study. Rate (1980)
reported an ALT-PE figure of 5l-.4% in basketball settings. Additional
ALT-PE differences were evident when the interscholastic environment was
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.compared to the physical education setting. Metzler (\979) reported ALT-PE
occurred 26.8% in the physical education environment. Sorne similarity was
lforrra between the ALT-PE data of this investigati-on and the ALT-PE data
found. by Shute et aI. (f982). Shute et al. (1982) reported ALT-PE figures
of 38% for the high-skilled students and 35% for the low-skilled students.
I When ALT-PE was adjusted to ALT-PE-M, a reduction of 24% for the high-
I
I
lst<itteA player and 2I.4% for the low-skilled player occurred. This was
I
very.simi-Iar to the results found in the physical education settings in
the studies by Shute et aI. (1982) and Metzler (1979). In the Shute et aI.
(1982) investigation both high- and low-skilled studentsr ALT-PE-M figures
,.were 22/o lower than the overall ALT-PE figure. In the study completed by
lMetzler (1979), the adjustment from ALT-PE to ALT-PE-M resulted in a
!
ldecrease of l9.3%, from 26.8% ALT-PE to 7.5% ALT-PE-\4. In Rate's (1980)
,study of basketball practice sessions, the same adiustment resulted in a
idecrease of 17.L%.
SummarY
Due to the small number of subjects the results of this investigation
IWere Obtained through visua■ interpretation of the data.  Visual
interpretati-on of the data led to the rejection of the null hypothesis
that stated there will be no noticeable differences in the Academic
Learning Time-Physical Education (ALT-PE) of a high-skilled basketball
player and a low-ski}led basketball player.
Analysis of each phase revealed differences in the percentage of ALT-PE
ranging from .22% (wi:ns) to l.8l (preseason) between the high-skilled
player and the l-ow-skitled player. Results from Phase One indicated that
the ALT-PE-M for the high-skilled player was lower than the ALT-PE-M
recorded for the low-skilled player. Noticeable differences were found
~~「 ~~・
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1in Phase TwO in the engaged motor and not engaged Waiting Categories.
IThe waiting percentage was higher for the low―ski■led player while the
imotor involvement percentages favored the high―skil■ed playero  No
differences ex■sted between the two p■ayers ■n the ALT―PE and ALT―PE一M
var■ables, which were lowest fo■low■ng w■nse Data collected dur■ng Phase
lThree (practice sessions fo■■owing losses)indicated differences in the
l
lCategories game, knowledge, not engaged waiting, engaged motor, and
lengaged cognitive, but the data on ALT―PE and ALT―PE―M were re■ative■y
I
s■m■lar.  Phase Four resu■ts showed that the high―skilled player
part■cipated substant■ally more ■n game and scr■ mmage.  ALT―PE and ALT―PE―M
categories showed no major differences.  The low―sk ll d player spent more
ltime in activities coded as know■edge and not engaged waiting。
Visua■ compar■son of the high―skilled p■ayer and the low―skilled
:player revea■ed substantia■ differences between the preseason and post―
season observation per■ods.  Both athletes exhibited more peer ■nstruc ■on
:and feedback in the postseason phase, whereas a genera■■y strict, cOach―
ldirected manner was emp■oyed during postseasono  However, during post―
|
ISeaSOn the high―skil■ed player showed an increase of time spent in game,
scrimmage, and engaged motor.  Engagement motor responses only (ALT―PE―M)
was also higher during postseason.  The low―skilled player spent more
it■me dur■ng preseason ■n the categor■es p actice and knowledge.  However,
lthe data for the category not engaged waiting were higher during post―
ISeaSOn.
Comparisons of Phase Two (practices following wins)and Three
(practices fol■owing losses)showed that fo110Wing losses s■ightly more
time was spent in activities of general nature.  Another major difference
found was the absence of the practice w■ thin a full game context fo■lo ■ng
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:wins.  On―task behavior was lower for both players fo■■owing losses as
:compared to pract■ce sess■ons fo■■ow■ng w■ns.  The t■me spent wa■t■ng'
lduring activity time was higher for both players fo■lowing losses.
I     The findingも of this investigation differed to varying degrees from
i
lthe resu.ts of Academic Learning Time―Physica■ Education studies conducted
l,y Rate (1980)within the interschola,tiC Settings, and by Metzler (1979)
land Shute et al. (■982)in physica■ edu tion settings.  The findings of
l
ldiFeCt ・ nstruction as the predom■nant mode of teaching, the percentage of
i
ltime spent wa■ting, and the cons■derable decrease that occurred when
ALT―PE was adjusted to ALT―PE―M were sinilar to the findings of Rate
(1980), and Metzler (198o)b and Shute et al。(1982).  Results for the
llearner moves categor■es, part■cu■ar■y time engaged, were ■n irect
icontrast to those obtained by Metzler (1979)and Shute et al。(1982)。
IThe finding that the athletes spent a large percentage of their tine
receiving instruction was in congruence with the findings of Reisenweaver
l(198o), streeter (■98o), and Tharp and Gal■imore (■976)。  Rate (198o)
lreCOrded a larger percentage of time spent in ALT―PE than was found for
lboth players ln this investigationo  However, the perもentages recorded
|
lfor ALT―PE in this investigation were similar to those found by Shute
et al。(1982)。
k
Chapter 6
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
Summary
The purpose of this investigation was to determine if differences
existed between the Academic Learning Time-Physical Education (ALT-PE)
of a high-skilled male secondary basketball player and a low-skilled
male secondary basketball player. One male secondary basketball coach
and a high-skilled player and a low-skilled player from the Central New
York area served as subjects. Prior to the first game, the coach
identified his players as either high-skilled or low-skilled. The top
JJ/, were designated as high-skilled players; the botton 33% were designated
as low-skilled players. A player from each group was chosen to be
subjects by randomly selecting names from a cardboard container.
Data for analysis r+ere collected from 20 videotaped practice sessions
which were equally divided into four separate phases. During Phase One
each player was videotaped for five practice sessions before the first
game of the season. Phase Two and Phase Three involved five videotaped
practices each, with five practices videotaped following wins and five
videotaped following Iosses. Phase Four consisted of five videotaped
practice sessions following the last regular season game while the team
was preparing for postseason competition. The videotapes were then coded
by the investigator using the ALT-PE instrument (Siedentop, Birdwell, &
Metzler, 1979\ to assess the high-skilled playersr and the low-skitled
players, accumulated ALT-PE in each practice session for each phase and
for aII phases.
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Examination of the data resulted in the finding of minor differences
tin accumulated ALT-PE between the high-skilled player and the low-skilled
player. Atthough no statistical analyses were performed on the data,
visual comparison of the data yielded differences which resulted in the
rejection of the hypothesis r+hich stated that there would be no differences
,in the ALT-PE of a high-skilled 
player and a low-skilled player.
* 
Data from aII four phases revealed that game, knowledge, not engaged
tinterim, not engaged waiting, engaged motor, and ALT-PE categories
raccounted for the differences between players. The high-skilled player
had a greater percentage of game, engaged motor, not engaged waiting, and
IALT-PE. The I0w-skilled player spent a greater percentage of time in
iknowtedge and not engaged interim responses.
{
Conclusions
The results of this study 1-ed to the following conclusions regarding
the accumulated ALT-PE of a high-skilled basketball player and a }ow-
skilled basketbal-I PJ-aYer.
(f. The total accumulation of the
setting or content-general differences
and the low-skilled player.
four phases reveal-ed there were no
between the high-skil-Ied player
2. The high-skilled player and the low-skilled player spent
approximately 85% of aII practice time in content-PE.
3. The high-skilled player spent more time in active engagement
during practice.
4. The high-skilled player.was more actively involved in motor
responses.
5. The high-skilled player was found to have spent a greater amount
of time in game situations.
(-
6. The high-skilled player spent a greater
to participate during activity time when compared
athlete.
?? ??????? ??
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i-nactively waiting
the low-skilled
7. The low-skitled player spent a greater amount of time in
activities classified as knowledge as compared to the high-skilled player.
8. There was no difference between the two players in the amount of
time spent engaged at an easy level of difficulty which involved motor
responses only (ALT-PE-M).
Recommendations for Further Study
The following recommendations are suggested for further study:
l-. A replication of this study could be undertaken at the secondary
Ievel.
2. A study which would investigate the factors that contributed to
differences between the high-skilled player and the low-skil}ed player.
3. A similar investigation of the differences in ALT-PE of a high-
skilled male secondary athlete and a low-skilled male secondary athlete
in another athletic setting.
4. A similar investigation using a high-skilled female secondary
athlete and a low-skil-led female secondary athlete who are coached by a
female coach.
Appendix A
INFORMED CONSENT T.'ORM
COACH COPY
The study in which you are asked to participate is looking at the
Academic Learning Time-Physica1 Education of a high-skilled basketball
player and a low-skilIed basketball player. Academic Learning Time-
Physical Education is that portion of practice that these athletes spend
engaged in basketball activity at an easy level of success.
The following procedures will be used: you will be videotaped
throughout the entire basketball season. The period that you will be
videotaped wil-I be for 20 entire practice sessions. During those periods
you will be wearing a microphone which should not interfere with your
coaching activities. Prior to the taping of the first practice session,
you wiII be asked to group your players as either high- or low-skill-ed
athletes. The top 33% will be designated as the high-skilled; the bottom
33% designated as the low-skil}ed. The time needed .to accomplish this
task wiII be approximately ten mj.nutes. A player from each group wiII be
randomly selected fron a cardboard container.
It is assured that aII information about you will be kept strictly
confidential. If you do not have any questions, and if you are willing
to participate in the study, please sign your name on the line belor+.
Name:
Date:
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Appendix B
INFORMED CONSENT FORM
ATHLETE COPY
The study in which you are asked to participate is looking at the
Academic Learning Time-Physical Education of a high-skill-ed basketbal-I
player and a low-skitled basketball player. Academic Learning Time-
Physical Education is that portion of practice that these athletes spend
engaged in basketball activity at an easy level of difficulty.
The following procedure will be used: you will be videotaped
throughout the entire basketball season. The period that you are
videotaped will be for 20 entire practice sessions.
It is assured that all the information about you will be kept
strictly confidential. If you do not have any questions, sign your name
on the line below.
Name:
Date:
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Appendix C
THE ALT―PE CATEGORIES
Setting Level
Direct Instruction (n). Coach controls focus and pacing of the
instruction.
Task Instruction (T). Instruction defined by task--multiple
station and/or multiple task.
Reciprocal (R). Athletes in identifiable pairs for instruction and
feedback.
Group (G). Same function as reciprocal with large group.
Guided Discovery (GD). Coach leads athletes toward predetermined
goal through series of sequenced prompts.
Problem Solving (P). Coach controls instruction through sequenced
problems in which alternative solutions are possible.
Content-General
Wait (W). Periods of no activity and no movement prior to and
between activities.
Transition (T). Periods of change from one activity to another,
■ncluding lin■ng up or qu■eting down for the next act■v■ty.
Management (M).  Time devoted to practicё business which s unre■ted
to the ■nstruct■onal act■v■t■es of the day.
Break (B).  Intentional periods of no activity to rest athletes, drink
water, etc. Breaks must be initiated by the coach.
Non-Academic Instruction (N). Activities which fall outside the
domain of focused instruction such as rapport building activities '
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Appendix C (continued)
Content―Physical Education
Skill Practice (P). Participation in drills and other instructional
act■v■t■es ■n which the pr■mary goa■ is ■ndiv■dual ski■ l deve■opment.
Scrimmage (S)。 COntrO■led group practice in which instruction and
feedback are frequent.  It includes the s■mulat on and/or rnodifica―
tion of game playing to focus upont a specific instructional point.
Game (G).  Practice under game c6nditions.
Fitness (F). Repetitive activities for fitness development.
Inc■udes warm―up and coo■―d wn activ■ties, such as stretching。
Other Motor Activity (0)。  Motor activity unre■ated to specific goals
of the day's ■nstruction ■s ther motor activ■ty。
Knowledge Focus (K).  Activities′which have know■dge about skil■,
background information, etc., as the focus.
Social Behavior (B). Activities in which social behavior, attitudes,
etc., are the focus.
Learner Moves Level
Engaged Motor Responding (M)。  Athlete is performing a ski■l.
Engaged, Indirect Participation (I)。  Ath■ete is in an activity but
not directly involved with the immediate action (inc■udes assisting
others ■n skil■ pract■e, such as spotting, setting up targets,
retrieving bal■s, etc.).
Engaged Cognitive (C)。  Cognitive involvement related to instruction,
such as ■isten■g, question■ng, verbal responding or thinking about
the activity.
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Appendix C (continued)
Learner Moves Level- (continued)
Not Engaged, IntOr■m (NI)。  Any non―instructiona■ activity that is
part of the P.E. activ■tyo Changing s■des of the net and times out
between points is not engaged, interim。
Not Engaged, Waiting (NW).  Time during activity when athlete is
wa■ting for help Or wa■ting to part■cipa e aga■n.  Be■ng a substitute
■n a game ■s not engaged, wa■ting.
Not Engaged, Off―Task (NO).  Ath■ete is inappropriate■y disengaged
from the lesson.
Difficulty Level
Easy (E).  Few errors are made and athlete performs appropriately
w■th little effort, exper■enc■ng success frequently.
Medium (M).  Any performance that is other than easy or hard.
Hard (H). Many errors are made, and athlete appears to be unable
to perform appropriately, experiencing success infrequently.
Cited from Siedentop, Birdwell, & Metzler (1979)。
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